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PREFACE
Many of the results described in this thesis 
have been established during or as the result of 
collaboration and discussion with M.R. Osborne and have 
subsequently been published in the following joint papers 
Kowalik, Osborne and Ryan (1969) and Osborne and Ryan 
(1970a, 1970b). When discussing these results in this 
thesis the text of the relevant papers has been closely 
followed.
In presenting the basic theory of barrier 
function methods in Chapter 2, repeated reference is 
made to Fiacco and McCormick (1968) which can be taken 
as a standard reference for transformation methods.
The reader is referred in Chapter 5 to the original 
source references for the theoretical properties of the 
unconstrained and linearly constrained methods discussed. 
Emphasis in this chapter is on the computational 
properties of the methods with particular reference to 
their use as a computational tool for transformation 
methods.
Elsewhere in this thesis, unless another 
source is acknowledged, the work described is my own 
and the numerical results presented in support of my
argument I believe to be original.
(iii)
ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates a number of 
difficulties associated with the design and implement­
ation of transformation methods for the solution of 
the continuous mathematical programming problem,
minimize f (x) , „nX  £ E ,
subject to g^(x)  ^ 0 , l=T7I,
and h - (x) = 0 , E1 -1II
where the problem functions f(x), g^(x), t=l,£, 
h - (x) , 1=1,m, are at least continuous. The aim is to 
improve convergence properties of current transformation 
methods by designing modified methods which avoid the 
computational difficulties.
In Chapter 2, barrier function methods 
(interior-point methods) are investigated and a new 
family of barrier functions, exhibiting improved 
convergence properties, is proposed. The theoretical 
and computational aspects of two penalty function 
methods (exterior-point methods) are then considered 
in Chapter 3. Based on the properties of the barrier 
and penalty function approaches discussed in the 
second and third chapters, a new hybrid method is
(iv)
constructed in Chapter 4. The theoretical validity 
of the new approach is established and it is shown 
that under mild conditions on the problem (e.g. the 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions) the computational difficulties 
of the parent methods are avoided and improved 
convergence properties are evident. For problems not 
satisfying such conditions, the hybrid method behaves 
as a barrier function method. In Chapter 5, uncon­
strained methods and projection methods for linearly 
constrained problems are considered and numerical 
evidence is presented to suggest that if linear 
constraints are active at the solution then improved 
convergence can be obtained by treating such constraints 
using projection instead of including them in barrier 
or penalty function methods.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Description,
The general optimization problem to be 
considered in this thesis is the mathematical 
programming problem:
Problem 1.1 : minimize f (x) (1.1)
subject to > o ,  l=TTZ , (1.2)
and h * (x)'C ~ = 0 , 1=1,m , (1.3)
where f (x) , the objective function, and g^(x), - i = l , 
and h ;(x), i=l,m, the constraint functions, are real- 
valued functions of a vector x in the n-dimensional
Ylvector space E . It will be assumed throughout this 
thesis that the problem functions, f (x) , g^(x), -1=1, t, 
and h - (x) , -1=1 ,m, are at least continuous and further 
restrictions, in the form of differentiability 
conditions, will be imposed when necessary. It should 
be noted that the convention of adooting the minimization 
form of optimization results in no loss of generality 
since it is equivalent to maximizing [ — f(x)] . Much of 
the interest in Problem 1.1 has developed since the 
basic results of Dantzig (1951) and Kuhn and Tucker 
(1951) were published and has been stimulated by the
advent of modern computers and advances in many fields 
of application including operations research, economics, 
applied mathematics and industrial design and control.
In the development of theory and solution methods for 
Problem 1.1, some classes of the general problem have 
proved more tractable than others. A number of these 
classes will now be described and the development of 
theory and solution methods, applicable to each form, 
will be briefly surveyed.
The linear programming problem, where all 
problem functions are linear, has been widely treated 
since Dantzig (1951) developed the Simplex Method and 
an extensive literature now exists. A report of the 
basic developments can be found in Dantzig (1963) .
Much of the recent interest has centred on adaptions 
of the basic methods to linear programming problems 
with special structures.
The linearly constrained problem, Problem 1.2, 
with all constraint functions linear in x has been 
studied in two forms:
(i) Quadratic Objective Functions.
Contributions to quadratic programming have 
been made by Beale (1959), Wolfe (1959),
Dorn (1960), Lemke (1962), Murray (1969a) and
2 .
Fletcher (1970) .
3 .
(ii) Convex and General Nonlinear Objective Functions.
Results and solution methods relating to 
convex and general nonlinear forms have been 
developed by Beale (1955), Rosen (1960),
Goldfarb and Lapidus (1968), Fletcher (1968), 
Goldfarb (1969b) and Murtagh and Sargent (1969).
In the last two decades, the convex programming 
problem with f(x) convex, g . (x) , 1= 1,1, concave and 
h - (x) , 1= 1,m, linear has received considerable
'L ~
attention. Using the convexity/concavity and the 
implied "smoothness" of the problem functions, 
powerful existence and uniqueness results concerning 
problem solutions have been derived. The original 
contributions are due to John (1948), Kuhn and Tucker 
(1951), Arrow and Hurwicz (1956) and Arrow, Hurwicz 
and Uzawa (1958), but many more recent results and 
methods have appeared, among them Charnes and Lemke 
(1954), Frisch (1955), Cheney and Goldstein (1959),
Kelley (1960), Zoutendijk (1960), Wolfe (1961), 
Pietrzykowski (1962), Fiacco and McCormick (1963,
1964a, 1967, 1968), Hartley and Hocking (1963),
Hadley (1964), Geoffrion (1966, 1967), Fiacco (1967), 
Mangasarian and Fromowitz (1967) and Zangwill (1969).
Results relating directly to the general 
nonlinear programming problems are not as abundant 
since, typically, both the theory and solution methods
4 .
require only local knowledge about the problem. 
However, convexity, and consequently the results and 
methods of convex programming, can often be applied 
in a local sense. Three important forms of the 
nonlinear problem require independent analysis.
Problem 1.3 e Problem 1.1 with 1=0, m^O.
Problem 1.4 = Problem 1.1 with oiisO'tk
Problem 1.5 = Problem 1.1 with ii o 2 11 o
In this thesis, the central investigation will be a 
detailed examination of transformation methods for 
Problem 1.3 and Problem 1.4. A brief survey of some 
typical transformation methods is given in §1.2.
In §1.3, the structure and motivation of the thesis 
are outlined.
Before investigating transformation 
methods, we shall consider results and methods related 
to Problem 1.5. The unconstrained problem arises in 
many applications (Kowalik and Osborne (1968)), and 
in particular, plays a vital role in transformation 
methods for constrained problems. Classes of methods 
for Problem 1.5 are now surveyed briefly. They fall 
naturally into two classes.
(i) Direct Search Methods (Kowalik and Osborne (1968)).
Direct search methods do not involve the 
explicit calculation of the objective function 
gradient. Experience indicates that they only
5 .
compete favourably with more sochisticated methods 
when the dimension n is small.
(ii)Gradient Methods (Kowalik and Osborne (1968)).
These methods require first order cartial deriv­
atives of the objective function. The simclest of 
them, the method of steecest descent (Curry (1944)), 
has a number of imcortant disadvantages (Forsythe and 
Motzkin (1951), Akaike (1959), Forsythe (1967), Kowalik 
and Osborne (1968)) mainly reflected in the poor rate 
of convergence as the minimum is accroached. In recent 
years, an extensive literature has acceared on more 
effective gradient methods which can be broadly class­
ified into two groucs. The older methods develoced and 
discussed by Davidon (1959), Zoutendijk (1960), Fletcher 
and Powell (1963), Fletcher and Reeves (1964), Shah, 
Buehler and. Kemcthorne (1964), Daniel (1967a, 1967b) ,
Bard (1968), Fiacco and McCormick (1968), Meyers (1968), 
Goldfarb (1969a,1970), McCormick (1969), McCormick and 
Pearson (1969), Pearson (1969), Polak and Ribiere
(1969) , Powell (1969b), Broyden (1970a) and Greenstadt
(1970) incorcorate, at least comcutationally and often 
theoretically, a full linear search (i.e. one dimen­
sional minimization) in each iteration. The methods 
are generally based on a quasi-Newton (or variable 
metric) accroach and sometimes cossess the additional 
feature of conjugate search directions when acclied to 
quadratic functions. The second and more recent arouc 
of methods, based purely on a quasi-Newton accroach, 
have been crocosed by Broydon (1967,1970b), Davidon
6 .
(1968), Murtagh and Sargent (1969,1970), Powell 
(1969a,1970) and Fletcher (1969c). The distinguish­
ing feature of these methods is the elimination of 
the linear search requirement.
Recently, Huang (1969) has developed a unified 
treatment of gradient methods in which all presently 
known methods appear as particular cases. Surveys, 
comparisons and reviews of direct search and gradient 
methods can be found in Spang (1962), Fletcher (1965, 
1969b), Box (1966), Rosen (1966), Greenstadt (1967), 
Kowalik and Osborne (1968), Powell (1968), Box, Davies 
and Swann (1969), McCormick and Pearson (1969), Huang 
and Levy (1969) and Bard (1970).
Crockett and Chernoff (1955), Goldstein (1962) 
and Fiacco and McCormick (1968) have investigated the 
use of Newton's method for function minimization. In 
particular, Fiacco and McCormick have considered the 
special case of minimizing transformation functions 
arising from constrained minimization. Although 
convergence properties are exceptionally good for 
general problems, the method suffers from the disadvant­
age of requiring explicit calculation and inversion of 
the second partial derivative matrix during each 
iteration. It will be shown in Chapter 2 that, due to 
possible ill-conditioning, such inversions can lead to 
unreliable solutions and a possible loss in efficiency.
7 .
1.2 Transformation Methods for Constrained Problems.
Since the basic aim of this thesis is to 
investigate certain properties of transformation 
methods for nonlinear mathematical programming, we 
shall now discuss the background and an intuitive basis 
for these methods. The methods are often called penalty 
function methods, but we prefer to follow Murray (1969c) 
and reserve this term for a particular class of trans­
formations. The transformation approach reduces the 
computational process of constrained minimization to 
that of a sequence of unconstrained minimizations of a 
transformation function involving the original problem 
functions and controlling parameters. Much of the 
historical and theoretical development of transformation 
methods is described by Fiacco and McCormick (1968), 
while practical aspects of problem solving by 
transformation methods can be found in Bracken and 
McCormick (1968).
Two basic classes of transformations exist.
(i) Penalty Function Methods.
Penalty function methods, sometimes called 
"exterior-point methods", are designed to impose 
an increasing penalty on the transformation 
function as any constraint is increasingly violated. 
The solution of Problem 1.1 is, in general, 
approached from the exterior of the feasible region, 
R, defined by
8 .
R = {x : g;(x)>0, 1=1,1; h ;(x)=0, 1=1,m}. (1.4)
~  - 'C  ~  ^  ~
Penalty function methods can be designed to handle 
both equality and inequality constraints. The 
first use of these functions was made by Courant 
(1943) in the context of analysing constrained 
motion problems. Much later this approach was 
generalized to multiple inequality constraints and 
further developed by Ablow and Brigham (1955),
Camp (1955), Butler and Martin (1962), Pietrzykowski 
(1962) and Fiacco and McCormick (1967). This 
method is now known as the quadratic penalty 
function method. A more general development of 
penalty function methods, based on a transformation
T (x, r) = f (x) + r $(g(x),h(x)) (1.5)
where $ is zero if g^(x)>0, ^=1,t, and h^(x)=0, 
f=l,m, and positive otherwise, has been given by 
Zangwill (1967b). The function, T(x,r), is 
minimized for a positive increasing sequence of 
r-values.
Two independent contributions by Schmit and 
Fox (1965) and Morrison (1968) have investigated 
the properties of the penalty function transformation
T (x, X) = (f(x)-X) 2
m
+ E 
1=1
h; (X) 2 (1.6)
9 .
for the equality constrained Problem 1.3. In 
Chapter 3, this transformation will be further 
developed by deriving improved convergence results 
and a new computational algorithm.
Another penalty function method for Problem 
1.3 has been developed by Powell (1967) and is 
based on the transformation
m
T(x,0,a) = f(x) + E o ^  [0^+h^(x)]2 (1.7)
-1=1
where the components of 0 and a>0 are controlling 
parameters. This method is also examined in some 
detail in Chapter 3. Further contributions 
involving penalty function transformations have 
been made by Edelbaum (1962), Kelley (1962),
Beltrami and McGill (1966), Bellmore, Greenburg 
and Jarvis (1970) and Haarhoff and Buys (1970).
(ii) Barrier Function Methods.
The barrier function methods, in contrast to 
the penalty function methods, are designed so that 
a "barrier" is constructed at the boundary of the 
feasible region given by (1.4) with m=0. The 
solution of Problem 1.4 is approached from R0, 
the interior of R, which is assumed to be non­
empty. It is clear then that this form of 
transformation is not applicable to equality 
constraints. Barrier function methods are also 
referred to as "interior-point methods". The
10.
earliest reference to these methods was made by 
Frisch (1955) with a logarithmic transformation 
based on
£
T (X, r) = f (x) - r E log [g . (x) ] , (1.8)
i = i  ~
where T(x,r) is minimized for a monotonic decreasing 
null sequence of r-values. This approach was 
developed for linear constraints by Parisot (1961) 
and extended to nonlinear constraints by Lootsma 
(1967, 1968a). A second barrier function approach, 
based on an inverse transformation
*-T(x,r) = f (x) + r T.g. (x) , (1.9)
1=1
again with T(x,r) minimized for a monotonic 
decreasing null sequence of r-values, was originally 
suggested by Carrol (1961) and later developed by 
Fiacco and McCormick (1963, 1964a, 1964b, 1966, 
1968), Stong (1965) and Pomentale (1965). Other 
results concerning barrier function transformations 
have been discussed by Rosenbrock (1960), Huard 
(1964, 1967, 1968), Faure and Huard (1966),
Bui Trong Lieu and Huard (1966) , Kowalik (1966) , 
Tremolieres (1968) , Box, Davies and Swann (1969) , 
Fletcher and McCann (1969), Allran and Johnsen 
(1970) and Osborne and Ryan (1970a).
11.
Combinations of penalty and barrier function 
methods have lead to the development by Fiacco (1967) , 
Fiacco and McCormick (1968) and Lootsma (1968b, 1970) 
of mixed transformation methods. Such methods are 
considered further in Chaoter 4.
Recently, Murray (1969b, 1969c), Lootsma 
(1969, 1970) and Fletcher and McCann (1969) have 
considered the numerical conditioning of certain 
barrier and penalty function transformations as 
functions of the controlling parameters. These results 
and their implications are discussed in Chapter 2 and 
provide motivation for developments later in the thesis.
An interesting and important extension of 
the transformation approach has been reported by 
Fiacco (1970) in which the continuity condition for 
the problem functions is relaxed and a more general 
description of the constraints is permitted.
1.3 Scope of the Thesis.
In this thesis, a number of difficulties 
associated with the design and implementation of 
transformation methods for the solution of continuous 
mathematical programming problems are investigated.
The aim is to improve convergence properties of the 
current transformation methods by designing modified 
methods which avoid the computational difficulties.
12.
The implications of these modifications are evaluated, 
where possible, by numerical comparison with results 
yielded by the original transformations. All calcul­
ations reported in this thesis were programmed in 
Fortran and performed in double precision arithmetic 
on an IBM 360/50 computer at the Computer Centre, A.N.U.
Chapter 1 is concluded with definitions and 
the development of standard results that will play a 
basic role in the subsequent chapters. The results 
include characterizations of the optimal solution in 
terms of the problem functions.
Chapter 2, based on the work of Osborne and 
Ryan (1970a), considers, in some detail, the barrier 
function methods for Problem 1.4. Convergence results 
are examined and on the basis of improving convergence 
rates, a new family of barrier functions is proposed. 
Finally, a number of computational difficulties 
associated with barrier function methods are discussed 
and the new barrier function family is examined 
numerically.
The third chapter describes an algorithm, 
based on the penalty function transformation (1.6), 
for solving Problem 1.3. Morrison's method is 
modified to provide an automatic starting procedure 
using the Schmit and Fox method and more rapid 
convergence is obtained by the development of a new 
correction term for the controlling parameter.
13.
Kelley's device (Kelley (1962)) for transforming 
inequality constraints into equality constraints is 
used and numerical results of the method are presented. 
The results related to transformation (1.6) are taken 
from Kowalik, Osborne and Ryan (1969). The third 
chapter concludes with a discussion of Powell's method 
(Powell (1967)) for equality constraints. Attention 
is drawn to conditions under which favourable 
convergence rates apply. Results relating to Lagrange 
multipliers are also given.
Chanter 4 is devoted to the development of 
a new hybrid algorithm for nonlinear orogramming. The 
new algorithm is based on the methods and results of 
Chapter 2 and §3.5 and §3.6 and is motivated by
(a) the computational problems associated with 
barrier function methods, and
(b) the excellent convergence properties of 
Powell's method.
It will be shown that the hybrid algorithm avoids the 
computational difficulties of barrier function methods 
and utilizes Powell's method in circumstances which 
ensure its rapid convergence. These two features 
provide a highly competitive method which is 
illustrated by numerical comparisons with a standard 
barrier function method.
14 .
In Chapter 5, a number of quasi-Newton 
methods for unconstrained minimization and two projection 
algorithms for linearly constrained minimization 
(Problem 1.2) will be considered. A modified projection 
algorithm, based on these methods, will be developed to 
minimize linearly constrained problems on a subset of
yiE . Such problems arise in Chapter 4 when using 
transformation methods to handle nonlinear inequality 
constraints.
1.4 Definitions and Classical Results.
This section will discuss the classical 
results of mathematical programming theory developed 
originally by John (1948) and Kuhn and Tucker (1951) 
and later extended by Arrow, Hurwicz and Uzawa (1961).
The results involve necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of local minima in terms of the 
original problem functions f (x) , g^ (x) , -1=1,£, and 
h^(x), t=l,m . Concepts used in this derivation are due 
to Hestenes (1966), but alternative approaches are 
described by Fiacco and McCormick (1968) and Lootsma 
(1970). Attention will be restricted to optimization 
over Euclidean n-space assuming that all problem 
functions are at least continuous. Further restrictions, 
in the form of differentiability conditions, will be 
imposed when required. In establishing the necessary
15.
and sufficient conditions, only major results will be 
proved but references or outlines of proofs will be 
provided in other cases.
Definition 1.1. The feasible region, R, for
Problem 1.1 is defined by (1.4).
Any x e R is said to be feasible. It is 
assumed throughout this thesis that R  ^0 (the empty 
set). The following definitions provide a character­
ization of minima on R.
Definition 1.2.(i) The function f(x) has a local 
minimum, x*, on R (i.e. x* e R) iffthere exists 6 > 0 
s.t. f (x) > f(x*) for all x e N(x*,6) r\ R where 
N(x*,6) = {x : I Ix-x*I I < 6}.
(ii) The local minimum is isolated iff 
f(x) > f(x*) for all x e N(x*,6) n R, x / x*.
(iii) The local minimum is global on R 
iff f (x) > f(x*) for all x e R.
(iv) The local minimum is unconstrained 
iff f (x) > f (x*) for all x e N(x*,6) for some 6 > 0.
fe. fö. HDefinition 1.3. A sequence of ooints {x }, x e E ,
fe d ^converges to x* in the direction d (i.e. x + x*) where
16.
1 and x^ ^ x* for all fe iff
lim life *
fe+°° II? “?* 1! = 0 and
lim 
fe-* oo
x -x— V  *
X -X— V  *
Definition 1.4. The tangent cone, C(x*), of R at
x* e R is
h h dC(x*)=(Xd:X>o,I IdI I=1, there exists (x ;cR s.t.xfe + x*
Definition 1,5.(i) A function, f(x), has a first order
differential at x* iff f(x) is defined in a neighbourhood
of x* and there exists a function f'(x*,d), linear in d,
fe fedwhich, for any sequence {x } s.t. x + x*, satisfies
lim
fe -*oo
f (xfe)-f (X*)
f '(x*,d) .
(ii) A function, f(x), has a second 
order differential at x* iff f(x) has a first order 
differential at x* and there exists a function 
f 1'(x*,d), quadratic in d, which satisfies
f(x^)-f(x*)-f' ( x *  , x Z- x * )lim
fe - *  oo 2 i f ''
17.
Remarks 1.1. 1. We may write f  (x*,d) = d Vf(x*)
and f'' (x* fd) = dT V2 f(x*)d where Vf(x*) and V2 f (x*) 
are called the gradient and Hessian respectively, of 
f(x) at x*.
2. If f(x) e C ^ 1  ^ (i.e. once contin­
uously differentiable) in a neighbourhood of x*, then 
f(x) has a first order differential at x* and the 
vector, Vf(x*), has as components, the first partial 
derivatives of f(x) at x*.
(2 )3. If f(x) £ C in a neighbourhood 
of x*, then f(x) has a second order differential at x* 
and the matrix, V2f(x*), has as elements, the second 
partial derivatives of f(x) at x*.
Using Definition 1.2, Definition 1.5 and 
Remarks 1.1, Lemma 1.1 can be established and describes 
first and second order necessary conditions for local 
minima on R.
Lemma 1.1.
(i) If f(x) has a first order differential at 
x* £ R where x* is a local minimum on R, then 
f'(x*,d) = dT Vf(x*) > 0 for all d e C(x*).
(ii) If f(x) has a second order differential at
x* e R where x* is a local minimum on R and Vf(x*) = 0, 
then f''(x*,d) = dT V2f(x*)d  ^ 0 for all d e C(x*).
18.
Sufficient conditions for x* to be a local 
minimum on R are now stated in Lemma 1.2. Again the 
proof of this lemma follows from Definition 1.2, 
Definition 1.5 and Remarks 1.1.
Lemma 1.2.
If f(x) has a second order differential at 
x* e R, Vf(x*) = 0 and f '(x*,d) = dT V2f (x*)d > 0 
for all d £ C(x*), d ^ 0, then x* is an isolated local 
minimum on R (i.e. there exist y, 5 > 0 s.t. f(x) > 
f (x*) + y I Ix—x * I I 2 for all x £ N(x*,6) n  R).
The results of Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 are 
now extended by developing a description of C(x*) in 
terms of the constraint functions, g - (x) , 1=1, 1, and 
h^(x), 1=1,m. If x* £ R and g^(x*) > 0 for some 1, 
then by the continuity of g^. (x) , it follows that 
g.(x) > 0 on a sufficiently small neighbourhood of x*. 
This observation implies that the local character of 
R at x* and hence C(x*), will be defined by the active 
constraints at x*.
Definition 1.6. The set of active inequality
constraints at x is B(x) = {i : g ;(x) = 0, 1=1,£}.
19 .
Lemma 1.3.
If d e C(x*) and the constraint functions, 
g; (x) , i £ B(x*) , and h> (x) , -1=1,171, have first order 
differentials at x*, then d satisfies
and
g'(x*,d) = dT Vg-(x*) > 0, L £ B(x*), (1.10)
hj.(x*,d) = d “ Vh^(x*) = 0, l = l,m . (1.11)
This lemma states that all directions in the 
tangent cone of R at x* are into the feasible region. 
Kuhn and Tucker (1951) have constructed a simole 
example showing that the converse is not necessarily 
true.
Definition 1.7. The point, x*, is a regular point
of R iff for all d satisfying (1.10) and (1.11), 
d £ C(x*).
A characterization of a regular point, in 
terms of the constraint functions, is given by 
Lemma 1.4. Extensive discussion and proofs of these 
conditions, known as constraint qualifications, have 
been given by many authors including John (1948),
Kuhn and Tucker (1951), Arrow, Hurwicz and Uzawa (1961),
20 .
Hestenes (1966), Mangasarian and Fromowitz (1967), 
Fiacco and McCormick (1968) and Lootsma (1970).
Lemma 1.4.
Any one of the following conditions is 
sufficient for x* to be a regular ooint of R.
(i) The vectors, Vg-(x*), o e B(x*), Vh;(x*),
1 = 1 ,m, are linearly independent.
(ii) There exists d s.t. dT Vg.(x*) > 0,
Ö e B(x*), dT Vh-(x*) = 0, o=l,m, and
~ ~ -'C
Vh-(x*), -0=1,m, are linearly independent.
(iii) The Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification 
(Kuhn and Tucker (1951) , Fiacco and McCormick 
(1968)) holds at x*.
This lemma is usually Droved by showing 
(i) =>(iii) =>x* is regular and (ii) =>x* is regular. 
The following result concerning linear functionals 
will also be useful in establishing the required 
necessary and sufficient conditions for constrained 
optimality.
Lemma 1.5. (Hestenes (1966), o,13).
Let F(x), (x) , -t=l , t , (x) , o=l,m, be
linear functionals on a real linear space X. If 
F(x) > 0 for all x e X s.t. (x) > 0, 0=1,t , and 
H^(x) = 0, o=l,m, then there exist multipliers 
u •, 0=1,t , and v-, 0=1,m, s.t. u- > 0, o=l,t , and
'C
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t m
F (x) E u. G . (x) + Z v. H . (x) = 0
1 = 1  x  ^  ~  i = i  x  ~
for all x e X. Furthermore, if G.(x), 1=1,£,
H;(x), -1=1,171, are linearly independent, the multipliers 
are unique.
We now introduce a function which clays an 
important role in both the classical theory of 
mathematical programming and the results of this thesis.
Definition 1.8. The Lagrangian function, L(x,u,v),
associated with Problem 1.1, is
£ m
L(x,u,v) = f (x) - Z u .  g.(x) + Z v. h . (x) (1.12)~ ~ ~ ~ ' 1 'C 'C ~ 'C ~yt=l ^=1
where u e E^ and v £ E171.
Assuming the problem functions have first 
order differentials, the well known Kuhn-Tucker first 
order necessary conditions can now be established.
Theorem 1.1.
If x* is a regular point of R and a local
Iminimum of f(x) on R, then there exists u* £ E and
mv* £ E satisfying
22 .
g - (x*) > o , l=T7£, '
h^(x*) = 0 , l=T7m, (1.14)
u* g-(x*) = o , l=T7T, (1.15)
u* > o , -1=177, . (1.16)
'C
and V L(x*,u*,v*) = 0 . (1.17)X ~ ^ ~
Proof. Since x* is regular, d e C(x*) for all d 
satisfying (1.10) and (1.11). For d e C(x*), using 
Lemma 1.1(i), f'(x*,d) > 0 since x* is a local minimum 
on R. Using Lemma 1.5, we deduce the existence of 
multipliers u;, l e B(x*), v*, i - l ,m , s.t. u> > 0, 
i. e B (x*) , and
m
f' (x*, d) - £ u- g * (x* ,d) + E v* h (x* , d) =0
~ ~ -leB (x*) i=1 *- *■ ~ ~
for all d e C(x*). Defining u£ = u^, t e B(x*), and
u* = 0, i. fL B(x*) , it follows that V L(x*,u*,v*) = 0r ~ x ~ ~ ~
and u* satisfies (1.15) and (1.16).
Remarks 1.2. 1. The vectors u*, v* are called
generalized Lagrange multipliers (GLM) or dual variables. 
The latter term arises from the theory of convex 
programming and duality. For this special problem, 
the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are also sufficient for 
x* to be a global minimum on R.
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2. If x*, a local minimum on R, is not 
regular, then the GLM are not all finite.
3. If condition (i) of Lemma 1.4 holds, 
then the GLM are unique. This result follows from the 
uniqueness result of Lemma 1.5.
Assuming the problem functions have second 
order differentials, then the second order necessary 
and sufficient conditions may be developed.
Definition 1.9. Let (i) B, (x*) = U h e  B(x*) ,ubO},
(ii) Rl={x:xeR,g.(x)=0,^sBi(x *)}, 
and (iii) Cl(x*) be the tangent cone of 
R at x*.l
Theorem 1.2.
If x* is a regular point of R and a local 
minimum of f(x) on R, then the first order necessary 
conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied and, for all 
d e C (x*) ,
~  l ~
dT V2 L(x*,u*,v*) d > 0 . (1.18)
Proof. Since L(x,u*,v*) = f(x) on R^  and x* is a 
local minimum of f(x) on R , the result followsl
immediately from Lemma l.l(ii).
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Remarks 1.3. 1. If d £ (x*), then d £ C(x*) and
dTVg.(x*)=0, i £ B (x*) .
2. x* is a regular uoint of if 
d £ C x(x*) for all d £ C(x*) satisfying- dTVg^(^)=0, 
i £ B 1 (x*) .
3. Sufficient conditions for x* to be 
a regular point of R are orovided by Condition (i) of 
Lemma 1.4.
Theorem 1.3.
If, at x*, there exist vectors u* and v* 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and, for all 
d £ C i (x*) ,
d~V2L(x *,u *,v*) d > 0 , (1.19)
then x* is an isolated local minimum on R.
Proof. Assume that x* is not an isolated local
minimum on R. Then for every integer, fe, there exists
b h
x £ R, x ^  x *  satisfying
||x^-x*|| < ^ and f (x^)-f (x*) <^ -1 | x^-x* | | 2 . (1.20)
IzFrom the sequence {x }, a subsequence, also denoted by 
{x^}, can be chosen s.t. x^ ■> x* where d £ C(x*).
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Defining the function
m
G(x) = E u* g - (x) E h .(x)
XeR(x*) ^ ^ ~ X=1 ^ ^ ~
we note that G(x*)=0 and G(x)>0 for all x e R. For 
all x e R it follows that
f(x) = L(x,u*,v*) + G(x)
and from (1.20) ,
L(x^,u*,v*)-L(x*,u*,v*) G(xfe)
< 1F *
Using (1.17), Definition 1.5 (ii) and Remark 1.1(1) we 
have
i dTV2L (x*,u*,v*)d + 1j \ 8"p
G(xfe)
xfe-x*| I 2
< 0 (1 .21)
and since G(x )^0, the second term is bounded. Therefore
dTV2L(x*,u*,v*) d < 0 . (1 .22)
It also follows from (1.21) and (1.11) that
lim
k-+oo
G(xfe)
Il;fe-;*lI
= G ’(x*,d) E u* g)(x*,d)
XeBl (x*)
0 ,
and since u*>0, isB(x*), then g}(x*,d)=0, ieB (x*) . 
this implies d e C 1 (x*) and thus, (1.22) provides the 
contradiction.
But
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CHAPTER 2
BARRIER FUNCTION METHODS
2.1 Introduction.
In this chapter, barrier function transform­
ations for the solution of Problem 1.4 will be studied. 
For the nonlinear form of Problem 1.4, the solutions 
generated are local solutions which, for the oarticular 
case of convex problems, can be shown to be global.
The transformation is written
T (x, r) = f (x) + r $ (g (x) ) , (2.1)
where r is a positive controlling parameter and 4> is 
a function of the inequality constraint vector g(x) 
and thus x. Convergence properties, including rates 
of convergence, will be discussed. The basic theory 
of barrier function transformations can be found in 
Fiacco and McCormick (1968).
Here, attention will be restricted to 
separable transformations of the form
£
4>(g(x)) = Z <p j (g. (x) ) (2.2)~ ~ t  "'L -'C ~-C=l
with the (j) ■ defined by Definition 2.1.
' 'C
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Definition 2.1. The function cj> , is a barrier function 
for g^(x) if
(i) cf>^ is a continuous function of (x) for
x e P-0 where R is the nonemuty interior of R , R given by 
(1.4) with m=0.
(ii) (p^(g^(x)) + 00 as g^-(x) ■> 0+.
(iii) <f)^ is a twice continuously differentiable
function of g^(x) for g^(x)>0 (i.e. x e R q).
(iv) (f>^(g.(x)) satisfies:
(a)
(g^(?))
< 0 for all x £ R q,
d 2<p. (gy (x) )
(b) ------------  > 0 for all x £ R ,
j 2 ~  0dg^
d 2 (g^ (x) )
(c) ------------  is a monotonic decreasing
dg2
function of g^(x), x £ R .
Remarks 2.1. 1. Conditions (i) and (ii) of
Definition 2.1 are the essential defining orooerties 
of a barrier function, while conditions (iii) and (iv) 
are only required to establish uniqueness orooerties 
for an isolated trajectory of minimizing ooints, x(r), 
of (2.1) as r tends to zero. (See Fiacco and
McCormick(1968)).
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2. The logarithmic barrier function 
(1.8) and the inverse barrier function (1.9) both 
satisfy (2.2) and Definition 2.1.
A basis, given by Fiacco and McCormick, for 
the barrier function methods is provided by the 
following lemmas and theorem. Proofs of the lemmas 
can be found in the references cited.
Lemma 2.1. (Rudin (1953), o.67).
A continuous function on a nonemuty compact 
set attains its minimum on the set.
Lemma 2.2. (Fiacco and McCormick (1968), d .46).
Let R be a closed set, S a compact set and 
Ry^S  ^0. If T(x) is continuous on R0nS with the 
property that for every sequence {x^} c RQrvS with 
x^ -* x e (R-Rq )nS, T(x^ )=°o, then T(x) attains a
finite minimum value on RQr\S.
Lemma 2.3. (Fiacco and McCormick (1968), p.47).
If a set of local minima, A*, corresponding
to a local minimum value, f*, of Problem 1.4 is a
nonempty, isolated, compact set of A = {x : f(x)=f*},
then there exists a compact set S such that A* c S ando
for any point x e RnS such that x £ A*, f(x) > f*
(i.e. the local minima in A* are global minima on RnS).
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Theorem 2.1. (Fiacco and McCormick (1968), d .47).
If (i) the Droblem functions are continuous,
(ii) each cj)^ satisfies Definition 2.1,
(iii) {r^} is a strictly decreasing null sequence, 
and
(iv) there exists a nonempty isolated compact 
set, A*, of local minima corresponding to a 
local minimum value, f*, such that
A* r\ cl(R ) ^ 0, where cl (.) denotes closure,
then (a) there exists a compact set, S, such that
A* c SQ and for k sufficiently large, the
fz fzunconstrained local minima, x , of T(x,r )
given by (2.1) exist in RQn S 0 and every limit
fzpoint of any subsequence, {x }, is in A*,
(b)
1lim k  v , , , fz. x», r E <b . (g . (x ) )fz-*00 . t ~y C = l
= 0,
(c) fei”  = f <;*> -
(d) T(xfe,rfe) = f (X*) ,
(e) (f(x^)} is a monotonic decreasing sequence,
and
(f)
l  ,
{ E <J> . (g. (xß) ) } is a monotonic increasing
t=1
sequence.
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Proof. (Fiacco and McCormick (1968), d .48 and d .60).
The proof is based directly on Definition 2.1 and 
Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
A more general result is available for the 
transformation
~ k  ^ kT(x,r ) = f(x) + E (g^(x)),
1=1
fzwhere {r } is a strictly decreasing null sequence with 
the orderinq determined comoonentwise.
Theorem 2.2.
If conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.1
Izare satisfied and {r } is a strictly decreasing null 
sequence, then conclusions (a), (b), (c) and (d) of
Theorem 2.1 remain valid.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.2. Given a sequence of positive vectors 
tending to zero, it is possible to select a subsequence 
which is strictly decreasinq. Theorem 2.2 may be 
applied using such a subsequence.
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2.2 Trajectory Analysis and Error Estimates.
An imDortant feature of the barrier function 
transformation is that a GLM vector, u* , satisfying 
the Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions (1.15), (1.16) and
(1.17) at x * f can be derived from the sequence of 
unconstrained minimizations if either condition (i) or 
condition (ii) of Lemma 1.4 is satisfied. For condition
(i) , this result is given by Fiacco and McCormick (1968), 
p.73. A constructive proof of the result for condition
(ii) has been given by Beltrami (1969) and an alternative 
approach has been discussed by Osborne and Ryan (1970).
Let K(x*) be the matrix with columns formed 
from the vectors Vg^(x*), i. e B(x*), and assume K(x*) 
has rank -6 < n. After reordering the columns, if 
necessary, let K(x*) be partitioned into matrices,
K } (x*) with rank 4 and K 2 (x*) , such that K 2 (x*) =
K 1 (x*)U, where U expresses the linear dependence of 
columns of K 2 (x*) on columns of K.(x*). Denoting the 
matrices formed from the columns of (x*) and (x*) , 
evaluated at x, by K (x) and K 2 (x) respectively, it 
follows that the rank of K (x) is 4 if x is sufficiently 
close to x*. Finally, define
-t
-rk >>dg^ ■1=1 , t , (2.3)
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and let the components of a" and 3 be selected from
k.the components of u corresponding to the constraints
k. fzof K (x ) and K (x ) respectively. It should be noted,
1 ~  2 ~
k
using Definition 2.1, that u., f=1, JL, are bounded below
fc feand u^ -> 0 as r 0 for all 4. B(x*) .
Theorem 2.3. (Osborne and Ryan (1970)).
fzIf {r } is a strictly decreasing null sequence
fz fzs.t. x -* x* and the components of 3 are bounded for
/\ /\
every fz > f z , w h e r e  fz is sufficiently large, then the
fz fz psequence of vectors a + U ß , fz =  f z , f z + 1 , ..., 
converges and
ki™ (afe+Ußfe) = [Kj (x *)TK 1 (x *)]'1 K 1 (x*)T Vf (x*) . (2.4)
Proof. Since x^ minimizes T(x,r^),
fzVf (xß ) -r
■ i z B (x*)
k )) k fe
—  v g^r (x ) + 0 (r )dgl
t,  , fz,  fz , T,  , fZ\  n f z  , /  fZ\K (x ) a + K (x ) 3 + 0 (r )
i ~ ~ 2 ~
K (xfö) (afe+U3fe)+(K ( x k ) - K  (xfe)U)3^+0(rfe). (2.5)
1 ~  2 ~  1 ~
But (2.5) is compatible by construction and therefore
(afe+Ußfe) = [K (xfe)TK (xfe)l 1 K (xfe)T {?f (xfe) -
~  1  ~  1  ~  1  ~
(K ( x f z ) - K  ( x f z ) U ) ß tz + 0(r^)} .
2 ~  1 ~
(2 .6) 
fzThe result follows from (2.6) using the boundedness of 3
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k kCorollary 1. If a and $ are bounded for every fe > fe, 
then there exists a vector, u*, satisfying the Kuhn- 
Tucker conditions (1.15), (1.16) and (1.17) at x*.
feProof. It does not follow from Theorem 2.3 that a
k k kand 3 converge but, using the boundedness of a and 3 ,
it is oossible to select a convergent subsequence, 
h h{(a ,3 )}, with limit (a,3) satisfying
a + U3 = [K (x *)TK (x*)]"1 K (x*) TVf (x*) .~ i ~ i ~ l ~
When padded out with zeros corresoonding to the inactive 
inequality constraints (i.e. -I £ B(x*)), the limit 
yields the required GLM vector, u*.
Corollary 2. If the Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions 
are not satisfied at x*, then the sequence,
{— (x*) [u£]}, is unbounded as k -* 00.
Corollary 3. If condition (i) of Lemma 1.4 is 
satisfied, then there exists a constant, y, s.t
■ceBOc*) [u2] < y for all fe > fe .
Proof. By condition (i) of Lemma 1.4, K(x*) has full 
rank (i.e. K(x*)=K (x*)) and for k sufficiently large,
~  i  ~
kK(x ), k > fe, also has full rank. It follows from (2.6)
fethat the elements of a are bounded for fe sufficiently 
large.
It is now shown that the components of and
k.3 are bounded if condition (ii) of Lemma 1.4 is 
satisfied, and thus, the existence of a GLM vector, u*, 
is established by Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.3.
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Theorem 2.4. (Osborne and P.yan (1970)).
If condition (ii) of Lemma 1.4 is satisfied, 
then there exists a constant, y, s.t.
max
ieB(x*)
r fe,[u^ r] < y for all k > k.
Proof. For k sufficiently large and using the 
continuity of the constraint functions,
T . kd Vg - (x ) > 0
A
L £ B (x*) , k > k , (2.7)
where the existence of d is guaranteed by Lemma 1.4 (ii). 
At x , a local minimum of T(x,r^),
Vf(x^) = Z Uj Vg . (xS + O(r^) ,
i e B(x*)
whence
dTV f (xk ) - 0 (rk )
min r,Tn , k ,, 
isB(x*) 7gX (? )]
(2.8)
Z
isB (x*)
(2.9)
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The desired result follows from (2.9) as each term in 
the sum on the left is positive and the denominator on 
the right is bounded away from zero by (2.7) for k  >  k .
Using the convercrence properties of the GLM
k  fzestimates, u , an error expression for [f(x )-f(x*)] is
now developed in terms of the problem functions and the
(zGLM estimates at x . A second application for the GLM 
estimates is discussed in Chapter 4.
Theorem 2.5. (Osborne and Ryan (1970)).
If (i) the problem functions are twice continuously
differentiable,
fz(ii) {r } is a strictly decreasing null sequence
fz +s . t. x x* ,
(iii) the components of u^  are bounded for all
fc > fc, and 
fz t fz(iv) (x -x*) Vf(x ) satisfies a strict order 
relation
(x^-x*)TVf (xS = SO (I I x^-x* I I ) , (2.10)
where the SO notation indicates that
min |(sfe-S*>TVf(xfe)|  ^ ^
k > k  I|xfe-x*|i ' '
then
f(xfe)-f(x*) = + 0 (max [rfö I I xfe-x* I I , I I xfe-x* I I 2 ] ) r
(2.11)
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where
E. = £ U j g . (xfe) (2.12)
ß ieB(x*) ^ ^ ~
and the left hand side of (2.11) is SO([|x^-x*||).
Proof. The result follows by taking the scalar
hproduct of both sides of (2.8) with (x -x*) and using 
the first order Taylor expansions about x* for the 
functions. It should be noted that (2.11) is valid 
without (2.10) which only ensures that dominates 
the right hand side.
Corollary 1. If cj) . is the inverse barrier function
h Igiven by (1.9), then = 0 ( [r ]2). If cf)^- is the log
barrier function given by (1.8), then E^ = O(r^).
Proof. For the inverse barrier function, under the
conditions of the Theorem, (2.3) implies g^(x^) = 
k 10 ( [r ]2), l  e B(x*), and the result follows from
(2.12). For the log barrier function, (2.3) implies
fz k.g^(x ) = 0 (r ), and again the result follows from (2.12).
Remark 2.3. Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.5 implies that,
kfor a given strictly decreasing null sequence {rc}, 
the log barrier function can be expected to provide a 
faster convergence to x* than the inverse barrier 
function. This observation motivates, in part, the
results of §2.3.
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The strict order condition (2.10) is related
to the condition of strict complimentarity,
u* > 0 for all a. e B(x*) , (2.13)
which is used by Fiacco and McCormick (1968)
(Chanter 6) in a similar context.
Theorem 2.6. (Osborne and Ryan (1970)).
If conditions (i), (ii) and (lii) of
Theorem 2.5 hold, then
(a) for the inverse and log barrier functions, 
the strict order condition (2.10), implies the strict 
complimentarity condition (2.13), and
(b) for the log barrier function, assuming 
Lemma 1.4 (ii) is satisfied, condition (2.13) imolies 
(2.10).
Proof. (a) Using Theorem 2.5 (i),
If (2.13) is not satisfied, then for at least one 
L £ B (x*) ,
for all i e B(x*) so that at most
(2.14)
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lim k = lim _ k d^ (gi (?fe)) uf k-+°° r dg^ (2.15)
For the inverse barrier function, (2.15) implies 
r^ = 0(g.(x^)2). Using (2.14), r^ = 0(j |x ^ - x *| j2).
' 'C  ~  ~  ~
Thus (2.11) becomes
(xfe-x*)TVf ( x k ) = 0(I Ix^-x*I I) (2.16)
showing that (2.10) is not satisfied.
For the log barrier function, (2.15) implies 
r^ = 0(g^(x^)). Using (2.14), r^ = 0(||x^-x*| j).
Thus (2.11) takes the form
(xfö-x*)TV f (xk ) = £ r k + 0(j j xfe-x*I j 2) (2.17)
f £B (x*)
again showing that (2.10) is not satisfied.
(b) For the log barrier function, the 
required result follows from Theorem 15 of Fiacco and 
McCormick (1968), p .81, which guarantees the existance 
of derivatives of the minimizing trajectory, x = x(r), 
in a neighbourhood of r = 0, to an order consequent 
on the smoothness of the problem functions. Let the 
a-order derivative be the first non-vanishing 
derivative at r = 0. Then
kx -x * [r
da x (0)
a!
n , r f e , a + i ,+ 0([r ] )
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and thus , r1 = SO ( j | x^-x* j j ot) , a > 1. But by (2.17), 
a = 1 is the only case for which (2.13) holds and 
thus (2.10) is satisfied.
The error expression (2.12) can be used in a
number of ways. First, if the active constraints at x*
(i.e. i. s B (x*) ) can be determined, then (2.12) orovides
an asymptotically correct error estimate of 
h[f(x )-f(x*)].Secondly, the sum in (2.12) can be
extended over all constraints and in this case, a bound
Izfor the error, valid for r sufficiently small, should 
be obtained. It is known that this bound is strict 
when Problem 1.4 is convex. For this problem, it can 
be derived using properties of the dual problem 
(Fiacco and McCormick (1968), p.98). As the inactive 
constraints do not influence the solution, the sum 
over active constraints also gives a strict bound.
Osborne and Ryan (1970) have treated a number 
of simple numerical examples to demonstrate the effect 
of violating the Kuhn-Tucker conditions or conditions
(2.10) and (2.13). They show that rates of convergence
of barrier function methods are not necessarily 
affected adversely if the Kuhn-Tucker conditions do 
not hold: but they can be adversely affected if either
(2.10) or (2.13) is violated.
2.3 A New Family of Barrier Functions.
Motivated by the observations of Remark 2.3 
concerning the inverse and log barrier functions, a 
new family of barrier functions is constructed with
improved convergence properties for a given strictly
fzdecreasing null sequence, {r >. This is achieved by 
choosing 4> to "reduce" the error, F^, given by (2.12).
If R is bounded, then for 6 > 0, let 
G . , J L =1 , 1 , be chosen so that'C
> 1 + 6 + log(g^(x)), 1=1,1,
and if R is unbounded, choose G^ sufficiently large 
so that when log(g^(x)) > G^ - 1, g^(x) can safely 
be ignored in any reasonably scaled problem. Let
„ G - -1 - 6
R = {x : xeRq ; 0 < g^(x) < e , 1=1,t, 6 > 0}.
Remarks 2.4. 1. If G; = 10, then g;(x) can take——— —— ————— — ——  /(_ 'C ~
A
values of order 10H on R and, in particular, near the 
minimum of the transformation function. Such a constraint 
is unlikely to be violated under these conditions if 
the problem is reasonably scaled.
/s
If R is bounded, then R = R .' o
40 .
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Define, for x e R ,
(1) (g^ (x) )=log [G^ - log (g^ (x) ) ]
U=l77, (2.18)
<pjj +1) (g^ (x) ) =log [ajj } +(pjj * (g^ (x)) ] , j = l , 2 , . .
(J)where a- > 1, -1= 1 , £, /=1,2,.., and write
l
<P(J> (g (x) ) = Z (j.!^  (g. (x)) 
L=1
(2.19)
Then the family of functions, $ ^  (g(x)), j=l,2,.., 
are barrier functions in the following restricted sense. 
Lemma 2.1.
Writing <J>  ^ for (j)  ^(g . (x) ) and g - for
g^(x), then
(a) the function, > satisfies Definition 2.1
A
on R,
(1 )
( J )(b) the functions, (fOJ , j = 2,3,.., satisfy 
properties (i), (ii), (iii) and (iva) of 
Definition 2.1 on R and
(c)  ^ can be chosen so that (f)M + ^ ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . ,
/\
is convex on R (i.e. satisfies Definition 
2.1 (ivb)).
Proof. Definition 2.1 (i), (ii) and (iii) are
( J )obviously satisfied by (p , j=l,2,.., on R.
' 'C
Differentiating (2.18) w.r.t. g^ gives
-1 1
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dcj) (/)4 j-1n
dg4 [G^-log (gj ] 4 = 1 o^>)+<p^
(4 )■, j =1,2 , . . , (2.20)
dcj) (1 )
and for x e R and o- > 1, — ---  < 0, j-1,2,.., thus
* d^
A
satisfying Definition 2 . 1 (iva) on R and establishing 
part (b) of the Lemma. Part (a) of the Lemma is
verified by examining the oroperties of
on R. Part (c) of the Lemma is
,2,(1) d t and
dg4 dg4
proved inductively using the convexity of (p^ 
established in (a). From (2.18),
(1)
d 2 c|)ji+1) 1 f d 2 4> U )y4 1 rd*(/)iT 4 2 -
d g 2- o^  ^ +<P^ ^ L  d g ] o (i,+4»(44 Y4 - d V  - _
d **iy) a 2 <fr < y + 1 )> 0 for x e R, then --- —----- > 0 for
dn
x e R iff
dg-4
a 0'> > ma? 4 X £ R
d*4U h
dg4
2 As)
/
d <f) .Y4
d g 24
- 0 (/>4 (/)4
and thus a = max[l, + e] , e > 0, is chosen to
ensure the convexity of assuming cf> ^  ^ is convex4
It should be noted that S .4
(!) is bounded above on R.
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Remarks 2.5. 1. As g
■L
o, j — 1 , 2 , . .  ,
therefore, on a small enough neighbourhood of x*,
1, /=1,2,.., e B(x*), can be expected to
preserve convexity.
(/)2. The functions, (p^ J , j=2,3,.., 
need not satisfy Definition 2.1(ivc). This is not 
serious disadvantage, since this property is not 
required for the basic convergence results of the 
barrier function methods.
(1 )3. For d) ' , if the strict order
condition (2.10) is satisfied under conditions (i) 
(ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.5, then the strict 
complimentarity condition (2.13) is satisfied. 
Using (2.18), (2.15) becomes
lim
k-yoo
k__________ r___________
g^(xfe)[G^-log(g^(x^))]
0 ,
for at least one ie B(x*). Since t log (£) = 0
k kthen at least, r = 0(g^(x )). It follows from 
(2.11), using (2.14), that
k t k , l l xfe” x * l l(x -x*) Vf(x ) = 0 (----- -----------  ) ,
[G^.-log (g^ (xS ) ]
and
a
which shows that (2.10) is not satisfied.
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For the barrier function family (2.18), the 
error estimate (2.12) becomes
U)
■izB (x*) [G^-log(g^(x ))j
i-1n - - - - - -
4=1 (-&) (-4)ö +  (1) (g . (x ))
1= 1 ,2 ,.., (2.21)
which would appear to provide a faster rate of convergence
(J )for each successive barrier function, 4 J , and fixed
fzr -sequence. In §2.4, this observation is examined 
numerically.
A further application of (2.21) shows that in 
certain circumstances, it is possible to choose a 
barrier function from the family (2.18) with the 
property that the solution of Problem 1.4 is approx­
imated arbitrarily closely by the result of a single 
unconstrained minimization of the corresponding 
transformation function. Let
T ^  (x, y) = f (x) + y Z <f> (g . (x) ) , y > 0 ,
*N/ ~  ^  -|^  'b “b  ^
and
l
Q(x,r) = f (x) + Z [-r log(g; (x))] .
b=l * ^ ~
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Theorem 2.6. (Osborne and Ryan (1970)).
Let 0(x,r) have a unique minimum stationary
value on R Q for r > 0 and, choosing G ^ , Ä.-1, t ,
(;) ~ ( j \sufficiently large, let x J eR minimize T J (x,y) for 
j—1,2,..., and y fixed. Then the limit points of the 
sequence { x ^ }  are local minima of Problem 1.4.
Proof. If x ^  minimizes T ^ ( x , y ) ,  then
l
Vf (xU  j )-y Z i-1n
X=1 [G^-log(g^ ( x ^ ))] 4 = 1  ^+<pj_6 ^ (g^ (x  ^ ) )
9I (? }
(7T7 7^ (x(/>) = 0
which is in the form VQ(x ( J ) 0, where
_________y
[G^-log (g~ (x (^  ) ) ]
/-1 __________1
i=l a ^  ’+<)>!* } (g • (x
A, A. ^A , ~
(IT))
,i=T7T.
The assumed uniqueness of these stationary values 
implies that the sequence { x ^ }  also corresponds to 
the sequence minimizing Q ( x , r ^ ) .  Now, since  ^ > 1 
and > 0, 1=1,t, 4=1,2,.., r j ^  can be made as
small as desired for each i by taking j large enough. 
The required result is then a consequence of 
Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.2 noting that Q(x,r) is the 
logarithmic transformation function.
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Remark 2.6. If Problem 1.4 is convex, then Q(x,r) 
is convex for r > 0, and further, if f(x) is strictly 
convex or any g (x) , -1=1, t, is strictly concave, then 
Q(x,r) is strictly convex. In this latter case, the 
conditions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied and the local 
minimum of Problem 1.4 is global.
2.4 Numerical Results.
Numerical results from several test problems 
are now presented to illustrate the results of §2.2 
and §2.3. The following four problems are used.
(i) Kuhn-Tucker. (Fiacco and McCormick (1968), p.22). 
Minimize f(x) = -x i
subject to g (x) = (1-x ): - x >0,
1 ~ i i '
g (x) = x >0,
2 ~  1
g (x) = x >0.
6 ~  2
TThe constrained minimum is at x* = (1,0) with f(x*) = -1 
and the first and third constraints active. An initial 
feasible point is x° = (0.25,0.25)T with f(xu) = -0.25.
We note that the Kuhn-Tucker conditions do not hold
at x*.
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(ii) Rosen-Suzuki. (Rosen and Suzuki (1965)).
Minimize f (x) =x2+xi! + 2x"+x'-5x,-5x -21x + 7x~ 1 2 3 * h 1 2 .5
subject to g (x)=-x^-x^-x'-x,+x -x^+x^+8 £ 0,
g2 (x) =-xJ-2x^-x^-2x^+x. +X.+10 > 0,
g 3 (x)=-2xt“X^-x^-2x4+x.+x.+5 > 0,
TThe constrained minimum is at x* = (0,1,2,-1) with 
f(x*) = -44 and the first and third constraints active.
An initial feasible point is x u = (0,0,0,0)T with 
f (x0) = 0 .
(iii) Post Office parcel problem. (Rosenbrock (1960)). 
Minimize f(x) = -x x x~ 1 2  3
subject to 0 $ x. < 20, 0 < x^ $ 11, 0 < x £ 42 and 
0 £ x + 2x + 2x £72.1 2  3
TThe constrained minimum is at x* = (20,11,15) with 
f(x*) = -3300 and the upper bounds on the first and 
second variables as well as the last constraint active.
An initial point is x u = (15,3,25)T with f(xJ) = -1125.
(iv) Colville: Problem 1. (Colville (1968)).
5 5 5 5
Minimize f (x) = 2 e x
3-1 j 1
+ Z 
i= 1 h cx./xxx/+ . k dix)r=l J J j =1 J J
5
subject to = a i jj=i j */
+ b - > 0 , i.=l, 10 ,
and q l + 1 0 (x) = x^ > Or
L
T
)
i—1II
where a«;, c ■ ;, b*, d*, e ; are given in Table 2.1. A~j ^ i J
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-3.5 0.25
- 2.8
Table 2.1. Coefficients for Colville: Problem 1
The constrained minimum is at x* = (0.3,0.3334676,0.4, 
0.4283101,0.2239649)T with f(x*) = -32.34868 and the 
third, fifth, sixth and ninth constraints active.
An initial feasible ooint is x u = (0.125,0.0625,0.125, 
0.125,1.0)T with f (x 0 ) = 4.724609 .
Each problem has been solved using the three 
barrier function transformations (1.8), (1.9) and
h h 1T(x,r ) = f(x) + r £ log[10-log(g • (x))] .
i = i  -t ~
(2.22)
The transformation (2.22) is the first, member of the 
family (2.18) developed in §2.3. The Davidon-Fletcher- 
Powell method, implementing a rather inefficient golden- 
section algorithm for linear searches, was used for the 
unconstrained minimizations.
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B.F. fzr fz fzX  X1 2
'
fzf  ( X  )
(1.9)
1 0 » i
10 — 2 
1 0 - 3  
10
0.191936 2.6382D-1 
0.215089 2.4179D-1 
0.419509 9.7 803D-2 
0.669210 1.8098D-2
-0.191936
-0.215089
-0.419509
-0.669210
( 1 . 8 )
10°  
10 1 
10 2 
1 0 ' 3
0.162278 2.9395D-1 
0.500000 6.2500D-2 
0.940631 1.0463D-4 
0.994006 1.0767D-7
-0.162278
-0.500000
-0.940631
-0.994006
(2.22)
1 0 - ,
1 0 - 210
10-3
0.617140 2.8060D-2
0.972317 1.0607D-5
0.997952 4.2 958D-9
0.999837 2.155 3D-12
-0.617140
-0.972317
-0.997952
-0.999837
Table 2.2(a). Kuhn-Tucker
The results, generated by the r -sequence,
r^  = 101 k, fc=l,2,.., are given in Tables 2.2 - 2.5.
Each table is subdivided, part (a) showing the
fz fzconvergence of x and f (x ) and part (b) showing the 
fzbehaviour of u^, te B(x*), given by (2.12) and the
~ fzpredicted solution minimum, f(x*) = f(x ) - E^.
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It can be seen that (2.22) gives the best rate of 
convergence and the tables are continued until the 
solutions for this transformation are correct to 
seven figures. Table 2.2 is truncated at an earlier 
stage since the rapid convergence of x to zero 
causes difficulties with the tolerances of the linear 
search procedure. The results obtained are in 
excellent agreement with the predictions of §2.2 and 
§2.3. We note, in particular, the divergence of the 
GLM estimates in Table 2.2(b), the convergence rates 
associated with the three barrier functions in 
Tables 2.3 - 2.5 and the accuracy of the error 
estimate (2.12).
B.F. fe fe fe d<(>3r I -r -5-- -r -3--dg1 dg 3 E fe f (xfe)-Efe
(1.9)
10° 
10 1 
10 2 
IO'3
1.4368D 1 1.4368D 1 
1.7106D 0 1.7106D 0 
1.0454D 0 1.0452D 0 
3.0531D 0 3.0531D 0
7.5809D 0 
8.2718D-1 
2.0449D-1 
1.1051D-1
-7.772872
-1.042266
-0.624011
-0.779719
(1.8)
10° 
10 1 
10~2 
10-3
3.4020D 0 3.4020D 0 
1.6000D 0 1.6000D 0 
9.5577D 1 9.5577D 1 
9.2872D 3 9.2872D 3
2.0000D 0 
2.0000D-1 
2.0000D-2 
2.0000D-3
-2.162277
-0.700001
-0.960631
-0.996006
(2.22)
10° 
10 1 
10 " 
10 3
2.6256D 0 2.6256D 0 
4.394 3D 2 4.3943D 2 
7.9542D 4 7.9542D 4 
1.2586D 7 1.2586D 7
1.4735D-1 
9.322 3D-3 
6.8339D-4 
5.4255D-5
I-0.764487
-0.981639
-0.998635
-0.999892
Table 2.2 (b) Kuhn-Tucker
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B.F. kr
k d<f,l
r d<J,
k d<f>2
r dg2 E fc f (?fe)"Efe
0io_,
10-
2.235698
2.106723
0.8951150.942892
2.4413D 0 
7.6606D-1
-43.90940-43.99182
(1.9) 10icT3
2.030369 
2.007888
0.991962
1.000397
2.4209D-1 
7.6438D-2
-44.00017
-44.00008
10 2.002246 1.000520 2.4153D-2 -44.00001
10 5 2.000682 1.000208 7.6355D-3 -44.00000
0
10-1 10 2
1.921990 0.918628 2.0000D 0 -43.63005
2.059076 0.889972 2.0000D-1 -43.98449
(1.8) 10-3 10 .
2.010331
2.001092
0.983628
0.998292
2.0000D-2 
2.0000D-3
-43.99980
-44.00000
10 5 2.000101 0.999826 2.0000D-4 -44.0000010 1.999979 1.000001 2.0000D-5 -44.00000
0
10-, 
10 2
2.064759 0.878275 1.5584D-1 -43.98525
2.010999 0.982454 1.3015D-2 -43.99984
(2.22) 10-3 10 „
2.001177 
2.000122
0.998149
0.999821
1.1221D-3 
9.8734D-5
-44.00000
-44.00000
10 5 1.999868 1.000016 8.8213D-6 -44.0000010 1.999539 0.999981 7.9757D-7 -44.00000
Table 2.3(b). Rosen-Suzuki
k k k k _ . fe,B.F. r X1 x 2 X 3 f (X )
10» 19.86704 10.89100 15.12741 -3273.147
(1.9) 10 1 19.95755 10.96494 15.04117 -3291.509i o - 2 19.98653 10.98885 15.01311 -3297.315
10 3 19.99573 10.99647 15.00415 -3299.151
10° 
i o ~ 1
19.98190 10.98579 15.01690 -3297.006
(1.8) 19.99818 10.99875 15.00170 -3299.700i o “ 2 19.99982 10.99987 15.00017 -3299.970
10 3 19.99998 10.99999 15.00002 -3299.997
10°
i o “ 1
19.99892 10.99927 15.00101 -3299.826
(2.22) 19.99990 10.99993 15.00008 -3299.98510 2 19.99999 10.99999 15.00000 -3299.999
10 3 20.00000 11.00000 15.00000 -3300.000
Table 2.4(a). Post Office parcel
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The convergence Drooerty of Theorem 2.6 has 
also been tested numerically using the Kuhn-Tucker 
oroblem and Colville: Problem 1. The results, obtained
( i )with parameter values of y = 1, G« = 10 and a = 2
' L  'C
for all i and /, are displayed in Tables 2.6 and 2.7.
i „(/)xi x (/> x 2 f (x(i))
l 0.61714 0.0281 -0.61714
2 0.93776 1.2E-4 -0.93776
3 0.98658 1.2E-6 -0.98658
4 0.99666 1.9E-8 -0.99666
5 0.99912 3.4E-10 -0.99912
6
_
0.99976 7.1E-12 -0.99976
Table 2.6. Kuhn-Tucker (using (2.18))
i „(/> V U )  „o') „(/> „o>A 1 A  2 A  3 A  4 X  5 f (x(i) )
1 0.29345 0.31772 0.39533 0.45359 0.27766 -32.0521
2 0.29869 0.32836 0.39907 0.43693 0.24236 -32.2893
3 0.29967 0.33173 0.39976 0.43130 0.23036 -32.3332
4 0.29991 0.33292 0.39993 0.42926 0.22600 -32.3443
5 0.29997 0.33330 0.39998 0.42859 0.22457 -32.3474
6 0.29999 0.33342 0.39999 0.42839 0.22414 -32.3483
7 0.30000 0.33345 0.40000 0.42833 0.22402 -32.3486
Table 2.7. Colville: Problem 1 (using (2.18))
It should be noted that the unconstrained minimizations 
were started from the minimum of the previous member of 
the family (2.18). In general, the minimizations 
become progressively more difficult for higher order 
members of the family.
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2.5 Hessian Conditioning and Computational Problems.
A number of serious computational difficulties 
arise in the application of barrier function transfor­
mations. These difficulties are most evident for small
kvalues of the controlling parameter, r . It should be
fznoted that the use of small r -values is necessary when 
high accuracy is sought since it effectively allows x^ 
to approach closer to the active constraints, and thus 
closer to the required solution x*.
The overall efficiency of transformation 
methods for Problem 1.4 depends, to a great extent, 
on the efficiency of the methods for unconstrained 
minimization. The best methods currently available 
are Newton's method and the quasi-Newton methods (see 
Chapter 5), the latter being based, theoretically, on 
properties of the quadratic form with symmetric positive 
definite Hessian matrix. For general functions, if the 
Hessian matrix is ill-conditioned, obvious difficulties 
arise in the use of Newton's method. For quasi-Newton 
methods, where an approximation of the inverse Hessian 
at the minimum is constructed, it can be seen that 
ill-conditioning of the Hessian implies that at points 
close to the minimum, the approximation can be far from 
its true value. With both methods, Hessian ill-condit­
ioning could lead to computational inefficiencies in
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unconstrained minimization. It has been shown by
Murray (1969b,1969c) (and also Fletcher and McCann
(1969) and Lootsma (1969,1970)) that ill-conditioning
of the Hessian matrix of transformation function (2.1)
kcan occur for small r -values if the solution, x*, is 
constrained (i.e. B(x*) ^  0) . From (2.1) and (2.2)
V2T(x^,r^)=V2L(x^,u^)+ E r 
~  ~  1=1
^d2 <J) . (g ; (x ) )
A, A,
dg
A,
b h T■Vg^(x )Vg^(x ) ,
(2.23)
h hwhere V2L(x ,u ) is criven by (1.12) (noting that m=0) 
fzand u is given by (2.3).
Theorem 2.7. Fiacco and McCormick (1968) .
If B x (x*) = B(x*) (i.e. the strict complim-
entarity condition (2.13) is satisfied) and the
sufficiency conditions of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied 
h hthen V2T(x ,r ) is positive definite for k  sufficiently 
large.
Proof. Fiacco and McCormick (1968), d . 75.
Corollary 1 . The minimum eigenvalue of V2T(x^,r^) is 
positive and bounded away from zero for k sufficiently 
large.
Remark 2.7. The conditions of Theorem 2.7 are suff­
icient but not necessary for the positive definiteness
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k kof V2T(x ,r ) and the positivity of the sequence of its 
minimum eigenvalues.
Theorem 2.8.
If u* > 0, then for the barrier functions
4,
h d2(J)i )(1.9), (1.8) and (2.22), r --------- ----  can bedgl , fe,
Yt (r )approximated, for fe sufficiently large, by --- r-----
I lx -x*|
where y-(r") > 0 is bounded.
Proof. (i) If (g^ (x) )
fe d2t (gA ;  n
dg
gTTxT '
2 r
gx (; >3
o fe 2 u -____ 4.
(ii) If (p J (g . (x) ) -log(g^(x)) ,
fe d2<t (g4 (; >>
dgl g^ (5 >2 7T7gA ?  >
(iii) if (g^ (x) )
fe d2<(.x(g^(xfe))
r ------------ —dgl
log(G-log(g^(x))) ,
r^[G-l-log(g^(xS)] 
g ; (xfe) 2 [G-log (g . (xfe) ) ] 2
a, ~
u^ [G-l-log(g^(xfe))]
g ; (x ) [G-log (g . (x ) ) ]
In each case, the result follows using (2.14) 
since u* > 0. Nidi? A t »ndt I ^
 ^^ e 6^ c*) Are liÄÄi/tj Aepencl&n't.
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Corollary 1. If B (x*) ^ 0 then the maximum eigen-
k kvalue of V2T(x ,r ), for k sufficiently large, is given 
 ^/ r fc \ ^
by — br----- where y(r ) > 0 is bounded.
I|xte-x*lI
Proof. The result follows by observing that
r ------------ is the scalar multiplier of a rank-one
dg|
matrix in the expansion of V2T(x^,r^) given by (2.23).
Using the corollaries of Theorems 2.7 and
2.8, the condition number of V2T(x^,r^), given by the
ratio of maximum to minimum eigenvalues, can be written 
Y (r k) fc.as ----- - - where y (r ) > 0 is bounded. These
Ix -x*I I
results imply that each barrier function will generate 
similar ill-conditioning problems as the active 
constraints are approached.
A second computational difficulty arises from 
the behaviour of $(g(x)) as the active constraints are 
approached. In this case, the transformation function 
can be badly scaled near x*. Powell (1967) has 
commented on this situation and has suggested that the 
unconstrained minimization methods may have difficulty 
converging. This has been experienced in computations 
and, in particular, when r^ is small, very small steps 
are taken along search directions, but gradient 
magnitudes remain relatively large compared with ||x-x^||.
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It has been shown by Bard (1968) that, under these 
conditions, a numerical instability can arise in the 
popular Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method for unconstrained 
minimization. The relatively large gradient magnitudes 
also provide difficulties in choosing convergence 
criteria for the unconstrained minimization methods 
which are valid for all revalues.
It is important to note, in conclusion, 
that the computational difficulties discussed here 
are all due to the barrier functions corresponding to 
active inequality constraints. The effects of inactive 
constraints can be ignored as r^ decreases. This 
point will be considered again in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
PENALTY FUNCTION METHODS
3.1 Introduction.
Two different penalty function transformations 
for the solution of Problem 1.3 are examined in this 
chapter. A solution of the problem is assumed to 
exist and is denoted by x*.
Initially, we consider the transformation 
b h mT (x, X ) = (f(x)-xV + Z h • (x) 2 , (3.1)
1=1  't  ~
where is a controlling parameter which is iteratively 
adjusted so that x* is given by the unconstrained
minimum of T(x,X*) for some X*. The minimum of
k hT(x,X ) will be denoted by x and is assumed to be well 
defined. Two methods based on (3.1) and proposed by 
Schmit and Fox (1965) and Morrison (1968), will be
examined in §3.2. Then an improved generating
fzrelationship for the X -seguence is developed in §3.3.
A new computational algorithm based on (3.1) and the 
results of §3.3 is described and evaluated numerically
in §3.4 and §3.5.
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The remainder of the chanter is devoted to 
an examination of Powell's method (Powell (1967)) 
which, under certain circumstances, exhibits excellent 
convergence nronerties. It is based on the 
transformation
T(x,6K ,aK) = f (x) + (0K+h (x) )T SK (0K+h (x) ) , (3.2)
Kwhere S = diag(a.) and the comnonents of the1C
K Km-dimensional vectors 0 and o > 0  are controlling 
parameters which are iteratively adjusted during the 
procedure.
KRemark 3.1. It can readily be seen that, for 0 = 0
and the components of aK given bv [r^] , (3.2)
reduces to the penalty function transformation for 
equality constraints discussed by Fiacco and McCormick 
(1968) .
3.2 The Schmit-Fox Method and Morrison's Method.
The Schmit-Fox method is based on the
fzbehaviour of (3.1) when X satisfies
f (x*) < < Y , (3.3)
where Y maxxeR f(x). Starting with X satisfying (3.3),
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T(x,X ) is minimized for a decreasing sequence
fc.X , fz =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  commencing the feth unconstrained
minimization from x^ 1 with x° chosen as some initial
estimate of x*. Initiating the procedure presents
little difficulty, in theory, if f(x) is unbounded on R.
If this is not the case, a suitable starting value can
be obtained by setting X1 = f(x°), where x°eR. The
sequence of minimizations is continued until, for some 
fz Izfz, T(x ,X ) > 0  when the following theorem implies 
that X^ < f (x*).
Theorem 3.1.
If R is connected, then T(x^,X^) > 0 for
h hsome k iff X < f(x*) or X > Y.
Proof. If X^ < f(x*), then T(x^,X^) > 0 since
otherwise T(x^,X^) = 0 implies x^eR and f(x^) =
X^ < f (x*) , which contradicts the definition of x*.
If X^ > Y and T(x^,X^) = 0, then a similar contradiction
of the definition of Y can be deduced.
fz fz fzIf T(x ,X ) > 0, assume f(x*) < X < Y.
Then, by the continuity of the problem functions and
the connectedness of R, there exists xeR s.t. f(x) = X^
and 0 = T(x,X^) < T(x^,X^). This contradicts the
definition of x^ and thus the theorem is proved.
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Since x* is assumed to exist, the Schmit-Fox 
method will generate, for k sufficiently large, an 
Xk and satisfying
x k < f(x*) < Xfe_1 . (3.4)
Using Theorem 3.1 to ensure that (3.4) is satisfied, 
the interval (X^,X^ 1) can be refined by a further 
minimization with X^+1£(X^ 1,X^). This refinement 
can be continued to any desired precision.
In contrast to the Schmit-Fox method, 
Morrison’s method depends on the behaviour of (3.1) 
for X^ < f (x*) . The following theorems describe the 
main results used in establishing the method. 
Connectedness is not required.
Theorem 3.2. (Morrison (1968)).
If X^ < f (x*) , then f(x^) < f(x*).
Proof. By definition,
T(x*,Xfe) > T(xfe,Xfe) ,
and thus
(f(x*)-Xk )2 > (f(xk )-Xk )2 . (3.5)
If f(x^) > X^, then from (3.5), f(x*) > f(x^).
If f(x^) < X^, then f(x^) < X^ < f(x*).
Theorem 3.3. (Morrison (1968)).
tzThe function, f(x ), is a monotonic
fznondecreasing function of X .
_ (z fe+iProof. SuDoose X < X . Then
T(xfe,Xfe) < T(xfe+1,Xfe) (3.6)
T (xfe+1 ,Xfe+1) £ T(xfe,Xfe+1). (3.7)
Adding (3.6) and (3.7) gives
f(xfe) (Xfe+1-Xfe) < f (xfe+1) (Xfe+1-Xfe) , 
and consequently, the result.
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Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 sugcrest that under
suitable conditions, f (x^ ) may converge to f(x*) if
an increasing sequence X^, k =  1,2,..., is chosen so 
hthat X < f(x*) for all fe. It is now shown that with 
additional mild assumptions about the problem 
functions, this is true. Morrison's method for 
generating the X^ sequence is given by
x^+1 = X k + T(xfe,Xfe)2 , (3.8)
lz + 1where X., is called the Morrison parameter.M -------------------
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Theorem 3.4. (Morrison (1968).
If < f(x*) then X^+1 < f (x*).
Proof. T(xfe,Xfe) < T(x*rXfz)
= (f(x*)-Xfö)2 .
But f(x*)-X^  ^ 0 and it follows that
= Xfö + T (xfe ,Xfö) 2 < f (x*) .
To establish convergence of Morrison's 
method, the notion of constraint perturbations is 
introduced. Consider the problem:
minimize f(x)
subject to h^(x) - 0^ = 0, t=l,m,
where 0 is a perturbation of the constraints of 
Problem 1.3. A solution of the perturbed problem 
is denoted by x(9), and therefore, x* = x(0).
Definition 3.1. The function, f, is a continuous
function of constraint perturbations, 0 , at 0 = 0 
if for every e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 s.t. ||0 || < 6 
implies |f (x (0))-f (x*) | < e.
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Theorem 3.5. (Morrison (1968)).
fzThe parameter sequence X , fe=l,2,...,
generated by (3.8) with X° < f(x*), converges. If f
is a continuous function of the constraint perturbations,
6, at 9 = 0, then for any e > 0  and e > 0, k can be 
~  1 2
chosen sufficiently large to satisfy
b b m b 1f(xR)-f(x*) < £, and I I h (xE) | | = [ S h . ( x V l 2 < e •
i - ~ i ~ 2
fzProof. By (3.8) and Theorem 3.4, {X } is non­
decreasing, bounded above and therefore, convergent.
Using the continuity assumptions, 6 is chosen so that 
for all 0 satisfying ||0 || < <5,
I f (X (8) ) - f (X*) I < Ej .
Now, choose k sufficiently large so that X^+1-X^
< min(e ,6). Then, by (3.8),
2
T(x^,X^) < min(e2,62) ,
2
and thus,
b m bIh(x j I I 2 = Z h ,(x j2 < min(e2,62). (3.9)
"  1=1 ^ ^
Since by (3.9) , | |h(x^) | | < 6, it follows that
|f(x(h(xfe))) - f (x*) I < e . (3.10)
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The definition of x(h(x )) and Theorem 3.2 imoly
f (x (h (x^) ) ) < f(x^) < f (x*)
and, from (3.10), it follows that
0 < f(x*) - f(x ) < e (3.11)
The theorem now follows from (3.9) and (3.11).
In terms of the problem functions, 
sufficient conditions for f to be a continuous 
function of the constraint perturbations,©, at 0 = 0 
are given by Theorem 3.6. A rigorous discussion of 
constraint perturbation and its effect on the problem 
solution in the case of inequality constraints can 
be found in Evans and Gould (1970).
Theorem 3.6.
If the sufficiency conditions of Theorem 1.3 
are satisfied at x* and Vh-(x*), i=l,m, are linearly
~  ' L  ~
independent, then f is a continuous function of 
constraint oerturbations, 6, at 0 = 0.
Proof. Using Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.2(2), the 
assumption of linear independence implies that there 
exists a unique GLM vector, v * , satisfying the
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Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions (1.14) and (1.17) 
at x*. These (n+m) equations in (n+2m) variables may 
be written
m
Vf(x) + Z v • Vh • (x) = 0,
~
h^(x) - 0^ = 0 , X=l,m,
(3.12)
and are satisfied at (x,v,0) = (x*,v*,0). With 
respect to (x,v), the Jacobian of this system, 
J(x,v), is given by
J (x,v)
V2L (x , v ) A (x )
A(x )T 0
where A(x) = [Vh - (x) , . ..,Vh (x) ] . It is now shown 
that there is no nonzero solution to the equations
J (x*,v*) z =
V 2L (x *,v*)a + A (x*)3 
A (x*)Ta
0, (3.13)
06where z = [~] and a and 3 are (j^ xl) and (mxl) vectors,p ~
respectively. If a = 0, then for any 3 ^ 0 ,
A(x*)3 = 0. This contradicts the linear independence 
assumption and thus, 3 = 0 .  If a / 0, then by (3.13),
A(x *)T a = 0 (3.14)
Tand premultiolying (3.13) by z yields 
aT V 2 L(x*,v*) a = 0 . (3.15)
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The contradiction follows from (1.19) since (3.14) is 
just the condition that ensures a e C_ (x*) = C(x*). 
Since the inverse of J(x*,v*) exists, the implicit 
function theorem (Hestenes (1966), p.22) is now 
applied to (3.12) at (x*,v*,0) and the existence of 
a unique differentiable function (x,v) = (X(0),V(0)) 
is deduced in a neighbourhood of 0 = 0. The 
required result follows using the continuity of f(x).
3.3 The Tangent Parameter.
The rate of convergence of Morrison's 
method, discussed in §3.2, depends on the efficiency 
of the Morrison parameter defined by (3.8).
Numerical observations have suggested that, in some 
cases, convergence of to f (x*) is rather slow. 
Motivated by this evidence and also by a suggestion 
by P. Wolfe, a referee of Morrison (1968), a new 
method for generating the X^-sequence has been 
developed by Kowalik, Osborne and Ryan (1969).
Definition 3.2. The tangent parameter, X^+1, is
given by
rfc.+1 xfe +
b bT(x ,Xß)
b b ™ b 1[T(x\XK)- £ h. (xVl 2
1=1 ~
(3.16)
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Remark 3.2. The term "tangent Darameter" results 
from the geometric interpretation of (3.16) 
(Morrison (1968)).
Theorem 3.7.
The inequality, X^ > X^, holds for all fc.
Proof. Since T (xk,Xfe) } 0, 
X^+1 = Xk + T(xfe, x M
Xfe + T(xfe,Xfe)7
T(xfe,Xfe)
T(xfe,Xfe)- Z h . (x^) 2 
t=l * ~
l
7
Theorem 3.7 suggests that the parameter 
sequence X^ = X^, fe=l,2,..., with X° £ f (x*) could 
possibly provide more rapid convergence than the 
Morrison parameter sequence provided
Xk $ f(x*) => X^+ ‘ < f(x*) . (3.17)
In order to establish (3.17), which is equivalent to a 
similar result for the Morrison parameter (see Theorem 
3.4), a number of additional conditions are imposed on 
the problem functions.
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Lemma 3.1. 
If (i)
(ü)
(iii)
(Kowalik, Osborne and P.yan (1969)). 
f(x), h •(x), i=l,m, are continuously
~  '•'C ~
differentiable functions,
(zX , fe=l,2,..., is an increasing sequence 
converging to f(x*) from below such that
x^ converges to x*, and
fa r ___
Vh . (x ), i = l , m, are linearly indeoendent 
for k sufficiently large,
then lim k 
k+°° V -i
v* , st=l ,m, where
k
v -
hi ^ k)
f (xfe)-XJz
-1 = 1 , m , (3.18)
and v* is the GLM vector, existence and uniqueness of 
which is guaranteed by the continuity and linear 
independence assumptions.
Proof. From (1.17) (noting that £=0) it follows that
m
VL(x*,v*)=Vf(x*)+ £ v* Vh . (x*) = 0, (3.19)- ~ - l=1 -c ~
fe.and at x , (3.1) yields
1 fz fz fz fz Iz \z \ziVT(x ,Xri) = (f (x )-Xr )Vf (x )+ E h . (x ) Vh . (x )=0.2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 'N'
'C — -L
(3.20)
Using (3.19) and (3.20)
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m  h  ' ( x ^ )  h bz v^; --- ^ r r— r>vh; <x ) = Vf (x'Vvf (x*)
*=1 * f( x k )-Xk * ~
m k+ Z v *(Vh . (x )-Vh . (x*)) . (3.21)
* _I A ,  A , ~  A , ~
— _L
Since the right hand side of (3.21) tends to zero as
fzx -> x*, the result follows from the linear independence 
of Vh . (x1) , f = l , m .A, ~
Remark 3.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1,
(3.21) ensures that f(x^)-X^ ^ 0 for < f(x*).
Theorem 3.8. (Kowalik, Osborne and Ryan (1969)).
If the conditions of Lemma 3.1 hold and if
V\ YY\there exists a set ft c E x E where (x*,v*) e ft
~ o
and s .t :
(i) L(x*,v)< L(x*,v*) < L(x,v*) (3.22)
for (x,v) e ft (actually L(x*,v)=L(x*,v*)
for Problem 1.3), and
(ii) for v s.t. (x,v) e ft, there exists x s.t.
(x,v) e ft, L(x,v) < L(x,v) for all x s.t.
(x,v) e ft and. (x,v) is the unique solution 
in ft to the system of equations
VxL(x,v) = 0, (3.23)
then X^+1 < f(x*) provided X^ is sufficiently close
to f (x*).
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hProof. By Lemma 3.1, it follows that if X is
fz fcsufficiently close to f(x*), then (x ,v ) e S3 where
is given by (3.18). From (3.20) we have VL(x^,v^)=0 , 
and therefore, by the second condition,
h b hL(x ,v ) C L ( x * ,v ) . (3.24)
By the first condition, using (3.24),
L(x^,v^) C L(x*,v*) = f(x*)
and the required result follows since
fe k k m hL (* } feL(x ,vE) = f(xR) + Z — X : --- F  h j (x )
~  ~  1=1 f(xtZ)-XtZ * ~
xfe +
h k 9 k 9(f (x )-X ) 2 + Z h - (xr ) 2
x:=l ✓c
f(xfö) - xfö
.fe + i
Remarks 3.4. 1. If the Lagrangian satisfies
condition (i) of Theorem 3.8, it is said to have the 
saddle point property at (x*,v*).
2. The second condition of the theorem 
is a regularity condition which ensures L(x,v) is not 
fluted in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the
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saddle point, (x*,v*). This should not be a difficult 
condition to satisfy and therefore the tangent 
parameter should have reasonably general aDDlication, 
at least in a small neighbourhood of the solution.
A sufficient condition for condition (ii) is orovided 
when L(x,v) is convex in x for (x,v) e ft.
3. If Problem 1.3 is convex, then 
L(x,v) is convex in x for all v. Convexity also 
ensures that (x*,v*) is a saddle ooint of L(x,v).
3.4 An Algorithm.
An algorithm, based on the results of §3.2 
and §3.3 is now developed and its convergence is 
established. The Schmit-Fox method is used in an 
initial phase to bracket f(x*) and the solution is 
finally obtained using the Morrison and tangent 
parameter sequences. A particular advantage of this 
procedure is that it is not necessary for X° in (3.1) 
to be a lower bound for f(x*). This allows more 
flexibility in starting the calculation. The use of 
the Schmit-Fox method in this manner also allows the 
more rapid convergence of the tangent oarameter to be 
used whenever possible and provides a simple means 
for detecting its failure. A description of the 
algorithm follows.
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Algorithm 3.1.
1. Initial phase
(i) Choose x üeR: X° = f(x°): fe=l.
(ii) = X^ ;-6X where 6X is an increasing 
increment by which X^ is decreased.
(iii) Minimize T(x,X^) to find x^.
fe.(iv) If T(x ,X ) < e, (e-machine test on zero)
then 6X = 26X, fe=fe+l and go to 1 (ii) ; 
k- 1else BU = X and go to 2 (i). (BU, BL - 
upper and lower bounds respectively for f(x*)).
2. Iteration phase
(i) Compute X^+ 1, X^+ 1; BL=X^+ 1; k=k+l.
(ii) If xj < BU, then Xlz = X^; else Xfe = xjf.
(iii) Minimize T(x,X^) to find x^.
h b(iv) If T(x ,X ) > e, then go to 2(i);
else BU = Xfe. If BU-BL < e, then stop;
else = BL and go to 2 (iii).
hRemark 3.5. On return to 2 (i), X £ f(x*).
A proof of convergence of Algorithm 3.1 
is based on Theorem 3.5. The tests on zero are
considered to be exact.
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Theorem 3.9.
If (i) f is a continuous function of the
constraint perturbations , 6, at 0 = 0,
fe. h(ii) T(x ,X ) can be found by uncon­
strained minimization methods, and
(iii) T(x^,X^)>0 => f(x^)<f(x*), (3.25)
then Algorithm 3.1 converges in the sense that for any
e , e > 0, fz can be chosen sufficiently large to 
satisfy
if(x^)-f(x*) I < e and j Ih(x^) I I < e .
~ ~ i ~ ~ 2
Proof. By (3.25), the Initial phase ensures that an 
upper and lower bound for f(x*) can be found. The
Iteration phase produces an increasing sequence
1^ /\ /\ /\X , k = f z , fe+1, ..., (fz the iteration count when the
lower bound is found), which is bounded above by f(x*). 
Thus {X^ } converges whence {X^} converges since 
X^  £ X^ "1"1 * Xfe+J. The result follows by applying 
Theorem 3.5.
Convergence of x^, fc=l,2,..., can be 
established under stronger conditions.
Theorem 3.10. (Kowalik, Osborne and Ryan (1969)).
If there exists a closed bounded region, T ,
fz fzin which T(x ,X ) can be found by unconstrained 
minimization methods with x^eT and (3.25) holds,
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fzthen Algorithm 3.1 converges and limit points of {x } 
are solutions of Problem 1.3.
Proof. By the argument used in Theorem 3.9, the 
sequence {X^} converges so that T(x^,X^) = 0 giving
||h(xfe)||* 2 3 = 0 (3.26)
b h ,I f (x ) -X I = 0 .
/N ' fZLet x be a limit point of lx }; then there is a
a; .subsequence x J , j = 0,1,..., converging to x. From 
(3.26) and the continuity of h(x), it follows that
h(x) = 0 whence f(x)  ^ f(x*). However, by Theorem 3.2,
~ a -
f(x J ) £ f(x*) so that, by the continuity of f, we 
have f(x) £ f(x*) and the result follows.
lim
00
and
lim
Remarks 3,6. 1. Theorem 3.10 assumes that
Algorithm 2.1 does not terminate in a finite number of 
iterations. The argument is readily adaoted should 
this occur.
2. The conditions of Theorem 3.10, 
although difficult to verify, can be expected to hold 
in most cases.
3. Keeping an upper bound for f(x*)
ensures that the tangent parameter is not accepted in
fz fz fzthe case XT > Y which also gives T(x ,X ) > 0. If
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such a value were accepted, then the subsequent values 
of would diverge to +°°. In such circumstances,
-Vf(x) + VT(x,0) = 0
holds at a stationary point of T(x,X). It is clear 
that either
(a) x tends to an unconstrained local maximum
of f (x) and X^ .+ 1 = 2xjl, or ~ M M
(b) f (x) +oo as X -► 00.
3.5 Numerical Results.
To demonstrate the procedures that form the 
basis of Algorithm 3.1, its application to three simple 
test problems is considered. Although the problems 
chosen are inequality constrained, use is made of a 
suggestion, originally due to Kelley (1962) and also 
Schmit and Fox (1965) , that inequality constraints 
be transformed into equality constraints using the 
Heaviside function, H(t), defined as
H (t) = 1 , t > 0 ,
=  0 , t £ 0 .
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Then, the inequality constraint, g(x) z 0, is 
equivalent to the equality constraint
h (x) = g (x) H (-g (x) ) = 0 .
This device, although preserving continuity,
introduces discontinuities in the gradients of the
constraint functions at the boundary of the feasible
region, and therefore, the use of unconstrained
methods of minimization, based on first and second
derivative information, could produce convergence
difficulties at a constrained solution. For this
reason, the direct search simplex method of Neider
and Mead (1965), as discussed by Kowalik and Osborne
(1968), is used for the unconstrained minimizations.
In the examples considered, a feasible point could
be found by inspection, but use has been made of the
simplex method to find a feasible point by minimizing
E h'(x)2. The simplex method, in this case, can be 
i=l
terminated as soon as a sufficiently small value has 
been found, often before the simplex collapses.
This saves function evaluations. The following 
three test problems are used.
(i) Rosen-Suzuki. (Rosen and Suzuki (1965)).
See §2.4.
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(ii) Beale. (Beale (1967)).
Minimize f(x)=9-8x -6x -4x +2x2+x2+2x x + 2x x +2x
1 2  3 1 3  1 2  1 3
subject to x >,0, x >,0, x <*0 and x +x + 2x $3.
1 2 3 1 2  3
4 7 4 TThe constrained minimum is at x* = (-j, -^) with
1f (x*) = -g and the fourth constraint active. An 
initial feasible point is xu = (j, j, i) T with 
f(x0) = 2.25.
(iii) Post Office parcel problem. (Rosenbrock (I960)).
See §2.4.
In applying the algorithm, the main interest 
centres on the performance of the tangent parameters, 
which are expected to control at least the final 
stages of the process. In fact, for each of the 
problems considered, the tangent parameters are used 
from the lower bound found by the Schmit-Fox 
procedure. This is illustrated in Tables 3.1(a)- 
3.3(a). For comparison, the Morrison parameters 
have also been used to determine the solution starting 
from the same lower bound and these results are given 
in Tables 3.1 (b)-3.3 (b) . It will be seen from 
Table 3.3 that the advantage of the tangent 
parameters over the Morrison parameters can be marked.
CM CM
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k f  ( X fe) kX
3
k
X
2
k
X
3
k
X
4
0 -44.810 0.05034 1.0236 2.0555 -0.9555
1 -44.029 0.00200 1.0010 2.0023 -0.9971
2 -44.000 0.00010 1.0000 1.9999 -1.0001
3 -44.010 0.00110 1.0005 2.0011 -0.9985
4 -44.009 0.00063 1.0003 2.0007 -0.9991
5 -44.005 0.00039 1.0002 2.0004 -0.9995
6 -44.003 0.00023 1.0001 2.0002 -0.9997
8 -44.001 0.00003 0.9999 2.0002 -0.9998
10 -44.000 0.00000 1.0000 2.0000 -0.9999
Table 3.1(a). Rosen-Suzuki (Tangent parameter).
k f (xfe) kX
l
k
X
2
k
X
3
feX
4
0 -44.810 0.050340 1.0236 2.0555 -0.9555
1 -44.460 0.031718 1.0147 2.0337 -0.9663
2 -44.273 0.019428 1.0090 2.0203 -0.9772
3 -44.160 0.011706 1.0054 2.0122 -0.9855
4 -44.094 0.006993 1.0033 2.0073 -0.9911
5 -44.056 0.004161 1.0019 2.0043 -0.9946
10 -44.004 0.000301 1.0001 2.0003 -0.9996
15 -44.000 0.000166 1.0001 1.9999 -1.0001
20 -44.000 0.000024 1.0002 1.9999 -1.0001
21 -44.000 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0001 1.9999 - 1 . 0 0 0 0
Table 3.1 (b) . Rosen-Suzuki (Morrison parameter)
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k f (?fe)
k
X
i
kX
2
k
X
3
k
X
4
0 0.0423 1.2057 0.8629 0.6572 3.3829
1 0.1104 1.3322 0.7785 0.4464 3.0034
2 0.1111 1.3336 0.7779 0.4442 3.0000
3 0.1111 1.3334 0.7778 0.4444 3.0000
Table 3.2 (a). Beale (Tangent parameter) .
k f (xfe) kX
i
k
X
2
k
X
3
k
X
4
0 0.0423 1.2057 0.8629 0.6572 3.3829
1 0.1091 1.3303 0.7798 0.4494 3.0089
2 0.1110 1.3333 0.7778 0.4446 3.0002
3 0.1111 1.3333 0.7779 0.4444 3.0001
4 0.1111 1.3333 0.7778 0.4445 3.0000
Table 3.2 (b) . Beale (Morrison parameter).
k f (xfe) kX
i
k
X
2
k
X
3
k
X
4
0 -3305. 0 20.013 11.018 14.988 72.026
1 -3300. 0 20.000 11.000 15.000 72.000
2 -3300. 0 20.000 11.000 15.000 72.000
Table 3.3 (a). Post Office parcel (Tangent parameter)
k f (xk ) kX
i
k
X
2
k
X
3
k
X
4
0 -3305.0 20.013 11.018 14.988 72.026
1 -3305.0 20.013 11.018 14.988 72.025
2 -3304.9 20.013 11.018 14.988 72.025
3 -3304.9 20.013 11.018 14,988 72.025
4 -3304.9 20.012 11.018 14.988 72.025
5 -3304.8 20.012 11.018 14.988 72.025
10 -3304.7 20.012 11.017 14.989 72.024
15 -3304.5 20.012 11.017 14.989 72.023
20 -3304.4 20.011 11.016 14.989 72.022
30 -3304.1 20.010 11.015 14.990 72.021
40 -3303.8 20.010 11.014 14.991 72.019
50 -3303.6 20.009 11.013 14.991 72.018
100 -3302.5 20.006 11.009 14.994 72.013
200 -3301.8 20.004 11.007 14.996 72.010
Table 3.3 (b) . Post Office parcel (Morrison parameter)
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fz fzRemarks 3.6. 1. Since the condition, T(x ,X ) < e,
fzis used to test for X  ^ f(x*), the size of the set
fz h{x : X < f(x*), T(x,X") < e} is critical to the 
accuracy attained by Algorithm 3.1. It also reflects 
the conditioning of the problem.
fz fz2. For each f z , T(x ,X ) must be 
computed to high accuracy. This is an expensive 
requirement especially when using direct search 
unconstrained minimization methods.
3. Comparative results, obtained 
using an inverse barrier function transformation to 
solve the same problems, are reported by Kowalik, 
Osborne and Ryan (1970).
The general use of Algorithm 3.1 is 
limited by a number of factors. As mentioned in 
Remarks 3.6(1) and (2), the most important is the 
high accuracy required for T(x^,X^). The use of 
direct search methods of minimization to avoid 
gradient discontinuities introduced by the 
inequality constraints will also restrict the 
application of Algorithm 3.1 to problems of small
dimension.
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3.6 Powell's Method.
Powell's aim in develooing a method based on
(3.2) was to avoid computational difficulties due to
fzactive constraints and small r -values as discussed 
in Chapter 2. The method avoids the computational 
difficulties by minimizing (3.2) for moderate values 
of the parameters, 6 and a, which do not cause 
ill-conditioning and scaling problems.
The method is based on the observation that
K Kif x minimizes (3.2), then x is also a solution of 
the problem
minimize f(x)
K , ____subject to h-(x) = h . (x ), -t=l ,m.
In order to solve Problem 1.3, it is sufficient to 
find 0K and cK such that xK = x(0K,aK) solves the 
system of equations
h(x (0K,aK)) = 0. (3.27)
If at x*, a solution of Problem 1.3,
Vh«(x*), i=l,m, are linearly independent, then by 
Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.2(3), there exists a unique 
GLM vector, v*, satisfying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
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(1.14) and (1.17) at x*. For points, xK, sufficiently 
close to x*, it follows, using the continuity of h(x)
Kand the consequent linear independence of Vh.(x ),
4=1,m, that estimates
vK = 2 Sk (0K + h(xK)) , (3.28)
K K Kderived from VT(x ,0 ,a ) =0, exist and have as limit 
points, when xK -* x*, the values v* = 2 S* 0*, where 
0* and a* correspond to x*. It is clear then that the 
controlling parameters, 0^  and a^, 4=1,m, are only 
determined by the unique GLM values to within multi­
plicative constants. Therefore, one of the vector 
parameters can be fixed and (3.27) can be regarded as 
a system of m equations in the m variables of the 
other parameter. Setting 0 = 0, (3.2) reduces to
the quadratic penalty transformation described by 
Fiacco and McCormick (1968) in which the solution is 
obtained in the limit as a -*■ 00. It can be shown in 
this case that ill-conditioning and scaling 
difficulties, similar to those for the barrier 
function transformation (see §2.5), arise and therefore 
Powell's method treats a as a "constant" and varies 0 
to satisfy (3.27). A particular advantage of Powell's 
approach lies in the simplicity of an iterative 
scheme for solving (3.27).
8 8 .
K K KSince x minimizes T(x,0 ,g ),
Vf(xK) + 2 A ( x K ) SK (6K+h(xK)) = 0 (3.29)
where A(x) = [Vh (x) , . .., Vh^Cx)]. Assuming the
Kcolumns of A(x ) are linearly independent, it follows 
that
eK + h(xK) = - i s_1 [A(xK)TA (xK) ] A (xK)TVf(xK). (3.30)~ ~ ^ Z K ~ ~ ~ ~
_ . . - n K + 1 aK , rA - K+l K ,, K+lBut, if 0 = 0  +60 and a = a , then x =
xK + 6x satisfies
Vf(xK+6x) + 2 A (x K+ 6 x ) Sk (0K+60) = 0 (3.31)
assuming xK+1 satisfies (3.27) (i.e. h(xK+1) = 0).
Again using the assumption of linear independence, 
it follows that
0K + 60 = S~‘ [A(xK+6x)TA(xlc+5x) ] A(xK+Sx)TVf (xK+«x) .
(3.32)
Subtracting (3.32) from (3.30) and applying the mean 
value theorem gives
h(xK) - 60 = i S_1 K(x) 6x , (3.33)~ ~ ^ Z K ~ ~
where K(x) = V([A(x)TA(x)] A(x)TVf(x)) and x is a
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K K Kmean value. Since x is the minimum of T(x,0 , a ), 
it is reasonable to assume that the Hessian of this
Kfunction is positive definite at x . The application 
of the implicit function theorem to (3.29) then implies
Kthat x = x(0) in a neighbourhood of 0 and further
6x = M(0K) 60 , (3.34)
3x , (0)
where M..(0) = — —— -—  . From (3.33), it follows that
'L j ~ 30 .
J
h(xK) - 60 = i S_1 K(x) M(0k) 60 . (3.35)^ ^ ~ Z K ~ ~ ~
It is now shown that the right hand side of 
(3.35) involves terms of order S 1 60. The totalK ~
derivative of (3.29) with respect to 0, evaluated at
K0 , is given by
[V 2 f(xK) + 2V [A (xK)]S (0 K+h(xK)) + 2 A (xK)S A ( x K)T]M (0K) ~ X ~ k ~ ~ ~  ~ K ~ ~
+ 2A(x K)Sk = 0 . (3.36)
The assumption of positive definiteness and (3.28) imply 
that
A=V2f(xK)+2V [A(x K)]S (0K+h(xK))+2A(x K)S A(x K)T (3.37)~ X ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
is positive definite for S = diag(a;) and ||a|| = o (1) .
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It follows from (3.36) and (3.37), writing S = S -S, 
that
[A + 2A(xK)SA(xK)T]M(9K) = -2A(xK)Sk, 
and hence
[I + 2 B S BT]C = -2 B S , (3.38)
-1 k  1 * iwhere B = A 2 A(x ), C = A2 M(0 ) and A2 exists since 
A is assumed positive definite. Solving (3.38) for C, 
the expansion
C = -B{ (BTB)-'‘-i(BTB)"2S-i+j(BTB)“Js"2- ...}S_1Sk
(3.39)
is generated. But since |]S S ||= 0(1), it follows 
that I ICI I = 0(1), and thus ||m (0K)|| = 0(1). It 
now follows from (3.35) that
h(xK) -60 = 0 ( I is"1 II I |66| I) .
This establishes the correction
eK+1 = 0K + h(xK) (3.40)
to within terms of order S^1 60. The accuracy of 
(3.40) is therefore dependent on the magnitude of 
the a parameter.
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The a parameter is also related to the 
convergence rate of Powell's method as it attempts to 
solve (3.27). Expansion of h(x) in a Taylor series 
about xK gives
h(xK+1) = h(xK) + A(x K)T 6x + 0 ( I I 6 x I | 2)
= h(xK) + A(xK)TM(9K)66+ 0(I |M(0K)60 I I2) .
(3.41)
If h(x ) = 0, then the correction given by Newton's 
method in solving (3.27) is
60 = - [A(xK)TM(0K) ] h(xK). (3.42)
By using (3.42) instead of (3.40), second order 
convergence of h(x) to zero could be attained and 
Osborne (1971) has derived conditions, based on the 
Kantorovich convergence proof of Newton's method 
(Luenburger (1969)), under which (3.27) can be solved 
as a system of equations using Newton's method and 
starting from an initial estimate, 9° =0. The 
conditions state essentially that Newton's method 
converges if a0 is chosen sufficiently large. In 
claiming that (3.40) is in fact an approximation of 
(3.42), Powell (1967) has shown that by choosing a 
sufficiently large, the difference between I and
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T[-A(x*) M (0*)] can be made arbitrarily small. From 
(3.40) and (3.41) ,
h(xK+1) = [I+A (xK) TM(0IC) ]h (xK) +0 ( I I M(0K )h (x*) | | 2) .
(3.43)
Using Powell's argument again, (3.43) suggests that 
arbitrarily fast linear convergence of h(x) to zero 
can be attained by choosing a sufficiently large.
Powell's method essentially oroceeds by 
minimizing T(x,0K ,aK) starting from xK 1. If h(xK) 
is converging to zero sufficiently rapidly, then 0 is
Kupdated according to (3.40), but otherwise, a is
Kincreased keeping S 0 constant, thus improving the
Kaccuracy of (3.40) and the convergence rate of h(x ) 
to zero.
3.7 Properties of the Hessian of T(x,0,c).
A feature of Powell's method that will be 
used in a different context in Chapter 4, is found 
in the modifications which can be made to the inverse 
Hessian of T(x,0,a) when changes are made to 0 and a. 
These modifications enable an estimate of the inverse 
Hessian matrix, generated by guasi-Newton methods of
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unconstrained minimization, to be corrected and used 
as an initial approximation in the following minim­
ization. Further discussion of this procedure is 
given in §4.4.
Powell has shown that changes in the Hessian
Kcan be ignored when small corrections are made to 0 
using (3.40), and that a sum of rank-one corrections
K Kcan be computed when a is increased while 0 is 
held constant. From (3.2), it follows that
m
V2T (x, 0 ,a) =V2f (x)+2 Z { (0^+h^-(x) ) V 2h^ (x)
■1=1
+ Vh^.(x)Vh^(x)T }. (3.44)
When 0K is corrected using (3.40), the correction to 
V2T(x,0,a) is V2T (x k ,0K+1 ,aK) - V2T (xK ,0K ,aK) =
2 Z a* h . (xK)V 2h . (xK) . This may be neglected if
' A* A, ~  A. ~✓C=l
I |h(xK) I I is small. The correction for V 2T (xK ,0K ,aK)
when is increased and 0^ is decreased by a factor
t - * 1, can be written /C
2m ,„K qK n 2m/„< qK _K \ _ 2  n N _ /u /„ K xr72i / KV T (x , 0 , a ) -V T (x , 0 , a )
f=1
(t .-I) a . (h . (x ) V2h - (x ) +
A* A* A* ~  ~
Vh . (xK)Vh . (xK)T },
where 0k=(0k/t ,...,0^/im)T and aK= (t aK ,...,t ^q ^)T
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Assuming j |h(xK)|| is small, the correction can be 
simplified to a sum of rank-one corrections of the 
form
m k k T2 £ (t^-I)q^ Vh^ (x ) Vhu(x ) .
1=1
The inverse Hessian estimate is then corrected by 
repeated application of the formula
m (H a) (H J a)T
(H + Xa a ) = H 1 - —  — =   . (3.45)
X * + a (H l a )
Experience has shown that Powell's method
Kis both reliable and efficient, especially when 0 
is close to 0*. In Chapter 4, Powell's method will 
be used in circumstances where such an assumption
can be made.
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CHAPTER 4
A HYBRID METHOD
4.1 Introduction.
Motivation for the development of hybrid 
methods for constrained optimization is provided by
(a) the computational problems, discussed in 
§2.5, associated with the active constraints 
treated by barrier function techniques, and
(b) the excellent convergence properties of 
Powell's method when accurate estimates 
of the 9 parameter are known.
The new approach is based on the 
following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Solving the general mathematical 
programming problem (i.e. Problem 1.1) is equivalent 
to solving the sequence of subproblems:
k 1minimize {f(x) + r £ <(> . (g - (x) ) }
't_ y  ~ ( 4 . D
subject to h . (x) = 0, t=l,m,
fzwhere each subproblem, generated by an r -value from a
fzstrictly decreasing null r -sequence, is equality
constrained.
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This proposition will now be established.
4.2 Equality Constrained Barrier Function
Transformations.
Writing V = {x : g^(x) * Of i=l,£} and 
W = {x : h . (x) = 0, f=l,m}, it follows that R = VnW. 
In seeking a minimum of f(x) on R, the barrier 
function transformation
h h 1T(x,re) = f (x ) + r E <J>^ (g. (x))
i=l
is defined on V and is minimized, not on V , but ono o
V r\ W for a strictly decreasing null sequence {r^}. o
Proposition 4.1 can now be established immediately
since Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and Theorem 2.1, describing
convergence properties of the standard barrier
function methods, can be generalized in an obvious
manner by replacing P by VnW, R by V r\ W and cl (R )o o o
by cl(V )n W. The proofs, given by Fiacco and o
McCormick (1968), can be extended without difficulty. 
Consequently, the results of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and 
Theorem 2.1 can be assumed for the sequence of 
subproblems (4.1). In particular, the existence of 
local minima on V r\ W for subproblems generated by r
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sufficiently small, and the basic convergence
properties of barrier function transformations on
V r\ W then follow, o
Each subproblem of (4.1) is solved by 
Powell's method with a transformation function of 
the form
* TT(x,9,a,r)=f (x)+r E cf) (g (x) ) + (0+h (x) ) S(0+h(x)), (4.2)~ ~ ~ ~ i = i ,t ■c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
where 0, a and S are defined in (3.2) and r is the
controlling parameter for the barrier term. The
solution of the subproblem at r^ is denoted by x^
and the corresponding Powell parameters are denoted
k kby 0 and a . Convergence results for the GLM 
(z tzestimates u , given by (2.3), and v , given by (3.28),
fz fz fzboth estimates being evaluated at (x ,0 ,a ), are now 
considered.
The development follows a similar pattern 
to that presented for barrier functions in §2.2.
Let K(x*) be the matrix with columns formed from the 
vectors Vg-(x*), i e B(x*), and Vh.(x*), -1=1 ,m, and 
assume K(x*) has rank & £ n. As in §2.2, let K(x*) 
be partitioned into K (x*) with rank 6 and K (x*) such
i ~ 2 ~
that K (x*) = K (x*)U and denote by K (x^) and K (x^),
2 ~ i ~ 1 ~ 2 ~fzthe matrices K (x*) and K (x*) evaluated at x .
i  ~  2 ~
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Also, let the components of and 3^  be selected 
k  f zfrom u and (-v ) corresponding to the constraints in 
K (x*) and K (x*), respectively. The analogue ofi ~ 2 ~
Theorem 2.3 can now be established.
Theorem 4.1.
If {r^} is a strictly decreasing null
f z  f zsequence s.t. x x*, h(x ) = 0 for all f z and the
f z  *components of 3 are bounded for f z  ^ f z , where f z is
sufficiently large, then the sequence of vectors
f z  f z  ?( a  +U3 )/ f z  =  f z ,  f z + 1 , ... converges and
flm(afe+U3fe)=[K (x *)TK (x*)]~1K (x*)TVf (x*) . (4.3)
iz-+°° ~ ~ i ~  i ~ i ~ ~
Furthermore, if is bounded then a convergent 
subsequence of {(a^,3^)} exists with limit (a,3) 
satisfying (4.3). When padded out with zeros 
corresponding to the inactive inequality constraints, 
the limit also satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker necessary 
conditions (1.15), (1.16) and (1.17).
Proof. The Theorem is proved using the arguments 
of Theorem 2.3 and its Corollary 1.
Theorem 4.2.
f zI f  Ir } is a strictly decreasing null 
sequence s.t. x^ ■+ x*, h(x^) = 0 for all f z , then
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lz tzfor fz sufficiently large, the GLM estimates a and 3 
are bounded if either condition (i) or condition (ii) 
of Lemma 1.4 is satisfied.
Proof. For condition (i), the result follows 
using the arguments of Corollary 3 of Theorem 2.3.
If condition (ii) of Lemma 1.4 is satisfied,
there exists d s.t. dTVg^.(x*) > 0, 1 e B(x*) and
m ___  ___d Vh^(x*) = 0, 1=1,m, where Vh^(x*), 1=1,m, are 
linearly independent. By the continuity of the 
constraints and for fz sufficiently large,
dT Vg. (xfe) oA 1 e B(x*),
dT Vh -A. 1 fc ^(x ) |< 5, 1 = 1 , m , 6 >
(4.4)
and Vh-(x^), 1=1,m , are linearly independent.
-'C ~
fzApplying Theorem 1.1 to (4.1) at r , using the
linear independence assumption at x 1 , the existence
lzof a unique bounded GLM vector, v , satisfying
. I 1 dcj) - (g . (x ) ) . m
{Vf(xfö)+rfö Z — ---------  V g . ( x k )} + Z
1=1 dg , ^ ~ 1=1
v^Vh . (x^ )
a, ~A.
A.
may be deduced. It follows that
dTVf(xfe)- Z ufödTVg . (xfö) + Z vfedT Vh . ( xk)+0 (rk )=0,
leB(x*) ^ ~ 1=1 ^  ^ ~
where d satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma 1.4. Then
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Z
isB (x*)
£
k m  k T Vf (x ) + Z v.d ~ > 'C-^=1
min rjT
teB(x*) ~
h hVh^ (x ; +0 (r )
Vg^(x^)]
and the boundedness of u follows since each term 
in the sum on the left is positive by Definition 2.1 
and the right side is bounded by (4.4).
The application of Powell's method will only
be computationally efficient if it converges rapidly for
fe.each value of r (i.e. if the equality constrained 
problem is easily solved using (x^ 1 ,Q^Z 1 , o ^  l ) as the 
initial estimate of ( x ^ , Q ^ , o ^ ) ) .  The following lemma and 
theorem show that for k sufficiently large, x and 0 are 
differentiable functions of r in a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of r^.
Lemma 4,1.
fzIf {r } is a strictly decreasing null sequence 
s.t. yl1 -* x*, h(x^) = 0 for all k , B 1 (x*) = B(x*)
(i.e. the strictly complimentarity condition (2.13) is 
satisfied) and the sufficiency conditions of Theorem 1.3 
for x* to be an isolated local minimum of Problem 1.1 
are satisfied, then for k sufficiently large and for all 
d satisfying ||d|| = 1  and
dT Vh . (x*) =-t ~ 0, 1=1,m, (4.5)
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it follows that
,Tn2m/ k k k\ ,  ^ Ad V~.T (x ,0 ,o ,r ) d > 0~ ^ ~ (4.6)
Proof. From (4.2), using (2.3) and (3.28),
?^T(xfe,6fe,CTfe,rb) = v2f(xfe) - Z u^V2g.(xfe)
-1=1
5 fe d2t (^ (? )J „ , fe,„ , M+ E r ------------- V g ; (x ) V g ; (x )
1=1 dg|
h m h h h r+ E v V2h.(x )+ E 2aVh , (x )Vh . ( x ). , A. X. ~ , A. A, ~ x C ~^ = 1  -T=l
(4.7)
But for k sufficiently large, u^V2g . (x^) , £ £ B (x*)
(i.e. all t s.t. u* = 0), can be neglected. Then
for any unit vector, d, satisfying (4.5) and 
Td Vg>(x*) £ 0 for some a, e B (x*) , the result follows
A- ~  1 ~
for sufficiently large k using Definition 2.1 and the 
consequent result (Fiacco and McCormick (1968), p.74) 
that
lim k d2t (gi (; >> . r ---
dg2
, a. e B (x*)l ~
l
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If d satisfies (4.5) and
dTVg.(x*) = 0 , B (x*) , (4.8)
^  A *  ~  ^ ~
it follows from Theorem 1.3 that, for k sufficiently 
large,
J n2nl/ k a k k fe. ,T rn2r / fex v fe n2 / ^d V T(x ,0 ,0 ,r ) d = d {V f (x ) - E u. V g • (x )
X e B j (X*) * * ~
m  L L L
+ z v *  V2h^(x ;} d+0(r ) > 0.
1=1
The conditions of Theorem 1.3 require that d e C (x*). 
This is an immediate consequence of (4.5) and (4.8).
Theorem 4.3.
fzIf {r"} is a strictly decreasing null sequence 
s.t. x^ x*, h(x^) = 0 for all k, B: (x*) = B(x*)
(i.e. the strictly comDlimentarity condition (2.13) is 
satisfied) and the sufficiency conditions of Theorem 1.3 
for x* to be an isolated local minimum of Problem 1.1 
are satisfied, then for k sufficiently large (x,0) is 
given by
(x,0) = (X (r) , 0 (r) )
where X^(r), 1 = 1 , n , and G^(r), - 1 = 1 , m , are differentiable 
functions of r in a sufficiently small neighbourhood 
of rkj e x c L d i A r-O.
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h fz fz fzProof. Since x minimizes T(x,0 , a ,r ) ,
V T ( x k f e [z, o [z, r k ) = V f ( x fz) -  Z ufeVg-(xfe)+ Z v k V h  > ( x k ) = 0 (4.9)
^  ~  ~  ~  * -t A^. ^  * -I A, ^  ~>C=1 /C=l
and also
h(xfe) = 0 . (4.10)
Treating a as a constant, (4.9) and (4.10) form a 
system of ( n + m ) equations in (tt+m+1) variables 
(x,0,r) which is satisfied by (x^,0^,r^). Using 
Lemma 4.1 and the argument of Theorem 3.6, it can be 
shown that the Jacobian of (4.9) and (4.10) with 
respect to (x,0), evaluated at (x^,0^,r^), is 
nonsingular. The result then follows by applying 
the implicit function theorem at (x^,0^,r^).
fzCorollary 1. If the r -sequence is generated by
fe+i Y r k = l ,2 , . . . 0 < y < 1 ,
then for fz sufficiently large and y sufficiently close
fz lzto 1, (x ,0 ) provides a good initial estimate of
f k +1 Q fz+ 1 .(x ,0 ) .
Proof. The result follows using the differentiability 
of X(r) and 0(r) in a sufficiently small neighbourhood 
of t 1 , noting that r^+ = r^+6r, where <5r = (y-l)r^.
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Remark 4.1. The linear independence of vectors
, ___Vh - (x ), 'C=l,m, is a basic requirement for the equality
constraints. It is also required by Powell's method in
k.solving the subproblem of (4.1) generated by r .
The basic approach described in this section 
has no advantage over the mixed transformation methods 
of Fiacco and McCormick (1968) and Lootsma (1968b).
In fact, this approach still suffers from the 
computational difficulties discussed in §2.5 as well 
as compounding these difficulties by requiring that
the equality constraints be strictly satisfied at the
fz fzminimum, x , for each r . In the following sections, 
a number of important extensions of the basic approach 
are developed. These extensions provide improved 
convergence properties and lead to the construction of 
an efficient computational algorithm.
4.3 Inequality Constraint Classification.
An important aspect of the new approach 
involves classification of active and inactive 
inequality constraints treated by the barrier 
functions of (4.2). This is accomplished by 
observing the behaviour of the constraint values and 
the GLM estimates, u^, generated by the barrier
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function term at x . The following results can be 
deduced.
Results 4.1. 1. If x* is a regular point of R, then
(a) g^ (x*) >0=>u^0 , g^ (x^)->g^  (x*) >0 as r ^ O  , and
(b) g^ (x*) =0=>u^-mj*^0 , g^ (x^ )->-0 as r ^ O  .
2. If x* is not a regular point of R,
then
(a) g^ (x*) >0=^u^->0 , g^ (x^) +g^ . (x*) >0 as r^+0 , and
(b) g^ (x*) =0=>u^ -*-°° , g^ .(x^ )->0 as r^ ->0 .
From these results, Table 4.1 is constructed.
Conditions Classification
g^(xfe) +  0
h d(b j (<?; (x )^ >-r , -*L^ 0dg^
I k  n> r ->0 Constraint, g^(x), 
is active at x*.
g^.(xfö) -* K > 0 '
k d<h (gt(?fe)) „ |
r dgc •>
k nr ->0
Constraint, g^(x), 
is not active at x*.
g^(xte) - 0 |
k d^ (gX (?fe))
dg4 J
fe n r ->0
Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
are not satisfied at x*.
Table 4.1. Classification of Active and Inactive
Constraints
The testing for convergence of constraint
values and GLM estimates is computed using the solutions
fc.of (4.1) at successive values of r , even though the • 
convergence results relating to the GLM estimates were 
derived for a subsequence of such values (see 
Theorem 4.1). It can be expected that for most "well
behaved" problems in which x* is a regular ooint of R,
fzthe sequence u , fz=1 , 2 , . . .  will be convergent.
Table 4.1, will be used as a basis for attempting to 
classify each inequality constraint as active or 
inactive. Constraints are considered active if the 
conditions
The following conditions, deduced from
and (4.11)
U Z  ~ 1 1/(1 + u^) < e ' 0 < £ << 1,
are both satisfied. Constraints are considered
inactive if the conditions
and (4.12)
\4>l (g r^ (xfe) )-(t>^ (g^ (xfe ')) |/[l+|^(g^(xfe))|]<e, 0<e<<l,
are both satisfied. The choice of y and e in (4.11)
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and (4.12) will depend on the severity of the test 
required. If a constraint does not satisfy either 
(4.11) or (4.12), it remains unclassified and a 
further classification attempt is made after the 
next minimization at r^+1. If the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions do not hold, inactive constraints will be 
recognised, but for active constraints, the GLM test 
of (4.11) will be difficult to satisfy. These 
constraints will then remain unclassified in the 
barrier function. If the strict complimentarity 
condition (2.13) is not satisfied, inactive constraints 
will be recognized, but for active constraints with 
u* = 0, the GLM test of (4.11) will again be difficult
'C
to satisfy if e is too small. In practice, values of 
Y = 1.1 and e = 0.01 have been found to be satisfactory 
when r^  is generated by r^ = 101 ^, fc=l,2,... .
The implications of this constraint 
classification are now discussed.
4.4 Active Constraint Transfers.
After solving (4.1) at r 1, an attempt is 
made to classify inequality constraints treated by 
the barrier function term. Constraints classified 
as inactive are omitted from the barrier function
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term of T(x,0,a,r) (given by (4.2)) in following 
minimizations. To ensure that these constraints 
remain inactive in the subsequent minimizations, 
they may be evaluated at each point where T(x,0,a,r) 
is evaluated. Violated constraints may be returned 
to the barrier function term as unclassified and the 
current minimization can then be restarted from the 
previous feasible point. In practice, such action 
has not been necessary and only constraints inactive 
at x* have been classified as inactive.
Constraints classified as active are
treated as equality constraints by transferring them
to the Powell term of (4.2). The transfer is
effected using the barrier function estimates of the
GLM, u^, associated with the active inequality
constraints, to provide an initial estimate of the 0
parameter occurring in the Powell term. Using (2.3)
and (3.28), denoting the classified active constraint
as g(x) = h(x), and noting that a sign change is
required to preserve the form of (1.12), it follows
that ,
, , d<J> (g (xß) )
2a(0+h(x )) = r --------- . (4.13)
dg
Choosing a and 0 to satisfy (4.13) ensures that x^ 
will still minimize (4.2). The first application of 
(3.40) for correcting 0 then implies that 0 should be
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chosen according to
0
d<|> (g (x^) ) 
dg
(4.14)
A suitable choice for a is made by considering the 
influence of a on the accuracy of (3.40) and on the 
rate of convergence of Powell's method. If the 
barrier function GLM estimate is accurate to three 
or four decimal places and 0 is chosen to be 
0(10g(x^)), then by (3.40), h(x) will be decreased in 
the following minimization by a factor of between 10
—  3and 10 . It should also be noted that since the GLM
estimates are accurate, | |60| | is small and thus a 
does not have to be very large to ensure the accuracy 
of (3.40). In practice, a is seldom required to 
exceed 100.
In transferring active constraints, a 
constraint which is inactive at x* may be classified 
as active and transferred in error. Such an event can 
be recognised and rectified in the following way.
From (2.3) and by the definition of (j) . (g^ (x) ) , the 
GLM estimates corresponding to the inequality 
constraints are essentially nonnegative. When the 
classified active constraints are transferred to the 
Powell term, the corresponding GLM estimates become 
essentially nonpositive. It can be seen from (1.17)
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that if ever one of the GLM estimates for the 
transferred inequalities becomes positive, the 
corresponding constraint is no longer active since 
f(x) can be decreased by treating that constraint 
as a strict inequality. A check on the sign of the 
relevant GLM estimates during each iteration of 
Powell's method orovides a means of recognising such 
occurences. This use of the GLM estimates was 
suggested by Powell (1967) in a similar context.
KIt can also be seen from (3.40) that h(x ) must be 
positive for such a sign change to occur since, by 
assumption,
2c (6 +h (x )) = 2a 0  ^ 0, a =a >0,
and
2oK (0K+h (xK)) > 0
Kfrom which it can be deduced that h(x ) > 0. This 
observation implies that x is feasible with respect 
to h(x) and the constraint may therefore be 
transferred back to the barrier function term of
(4.2). The minimizations can then be restarted
£from x and further attempts to reclassify this 
constraint may be made in the normal manner.
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4.5 Hessian Corrections.
A further important aspect of the hybrid 
approach of this chapter is provided by an extension 
of the ideas of §3.7 concerning corrections for the 
inverse Hessian estimates of the transformation 
function (3.2). When inequality constraints are 
classified as inactive, their contributions to the 
Hessian may be ignored since their GLM estimates
k d2<|> (g (xfe) )will be tending to zero and r ---------- will be small.
dg2
When active inequality constraints are
transferred to the Powell term of (4.2) a simple
rank-one correction can be developed for the inverse
Hessian estimate. The Hessian of T(x,0,o,r) is given
by (4.7) and, without loss of generality, the tth
constraint, g^(x), may be transferred to the Powell
term as h (x), where v = m+1. The change in the 
fz fzHessian at x , 6H , is given by
6Hk=2o f(0 +h (xfe))V2h (xfe)+Vh (xfe)Vh (xfe)T] V V V ~ v ~ V ~ v ~
u dcj)|(g» (x^) ) . d2<K (go (xfe) ) , ,
-r [—   — ---V2g^ (xfZ)+--- ---— -^- 7g^ (xß) Vg£ ( x V l
dgl dg2l
fzBut, h^(x) = g^(x) and h^(x ) is small. Therefore, 
using (4.14), it follows that
can be large,Since both 2a and rv dg|
6H can represent a substantial modification of 
V2T(x^,0^,a^,r^). The inverse of the Hessian is 
corrected by a single application of (3.45).
The correction procedures of §3.7 and this 
section provide useful initial approximations of the 
new inverse Hessian which appear to improve the 
convergence properties of the unconstrained methods 
of minimization. The importance of using such an 
approximation is now demonstrated numerically. It 
is noted that similar conclusions have been reached 
by Huang and Levy (1969) , p.29, in a slightly 
different context. Table 4.2 contains the results 
of applying the hybrid method described by 
Algorithm 4.1 (see §4.6), and Algorithm 5.1 (see §5.4) 
based on the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell unconstrained 
minimization method, to the following test problem.
(i) Colville: Problem 3, (Colville (1968)).
Minimize f(x)=5.3578547x2+0.8356891x.xs+37.293239x
- 40792.141
subject to
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g (x)=85.334407+0.0056858x x +0.0006262x x -0.0022053x x
1 ~ 2 5 1 4 3 5
0 f
g (x)=92 - g (x)  ^ 0,
2 ~  1 ~
g (x)=-9.48751+0.0071317x x +0.0029955x x +0.0021813x^0,
3 ~ 2 5 1 2  3
g (x) = 20 - g (x)  ^ 0,4 ~ 3 ~
g (x)=-10.699039+0.0047026x x +0.0012547x x +0.0019085x x5 ~ 3 5 1 3 3 4
 ^ 0 ,
g (x)=5 - g (x)  ^ 0,6 ~ 5 ~
g (x)=x -78  ^ 0 ,
7 ~ i
g (x)=x -33  ^ 0,
9 2
g (x)=102-x  ^ 0,
8 ~  1
g (x)=45-x  ^ 0,
'10 ~  2
g, . (x)=x, - 2 9 ^ 0^ 5 +  2/C ~ +
V +=3,5.
g, . (x) = 45 - x.  ^ 0^ 6 + 2+ ~ + J
The constrained minimum is at x* = (78.0,33.0, 
29.9952560,45.0,36.7758129) with f(x*) = -30665.5387 
and the second, fifth, seventh, ninth and fourteenth 
constraints active. An initial feasible point is 
x° = (78.62,33.44,31.07,44.18,35.32). Although 
results are only presented for this problem, similar 
results have been obtained for all other problems 
tested .
In Table 4.2 the columns headed "Reset" 
give the number of iterations, "it", and function
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Iteration Classification CorrectedReset
Totals
Table 4.2. Colville: Problem 3. Comparison
of Resetting or Correcting Inverse Hessian Estimates
evaluations, "ev", required to minimize T(x,0,o,r) 
when the inverse Hessian was reset to the identity 
before each minimization. The columns headed 
"Corrected" give the corresponding number of 
iterations and function evaluations required when 
the previous estimates of the inverse Hessian were 
retained and corrected where possible. The columns 
headed "fe" and "k " indicate the Kth Powell iteration 
within the solution of (4.1) at r^ . An indication
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is also given of the constraint classification at each 
stage with the columns headed "un", "in" and "ac" 
giving the number of constraints at the beginning of 
each unconstrained minimization which are unclassified, 
inactive or active, respectively.
Remarks 4.2. 1. Convergence tests used in the
computations are discussed in §4.6. The same tests 
were used for both the "Corrected" and "Reset" results.
2. A function evaluation is defined 
as the evaluation of T(x,0,cr,r) and its gradient 
vector. It should be noted that this requires 
evaluations of problem functions and their gradients.
As the inequality constraints are classified as 
inactive and are removed, a function evaluation will 
require considerably less comDutation.
3. The apparent discrepencies in 
Table 4.2 at iterations k=3, k=3 and k=4 and k = 4 , 
k=5 are due to the convergence tests being satisfied 
at slightly different points. This does not affect 
the implications of the results which show the 
advantages of retaining an estimate of the inverse 
Hessian whenever possible.
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4.6 The Hybrid Algorithm.
The hybrid approach of this chapter can 
now be written in algorithm form.
Algorithm 4.1.
(i) Set fe=K=l. If hi > 0 then 0l- = 0, a'L
i
l = 1,
t=l,m? else continue.
(ii) Minimize T(x, Q K K fc x , . e - n  k/K0 ,c ,r ) to find x
(iii) If m = 0 then define x 1 = x1 ,K and go to (iv) ?
else if max i , k , k x , . ,- -5  h . (x ) then-l=1 , m 1 a, ~  1 l
k k, K ak q k kx = x , 0 = 0 , a =
define 
aK and
go to (iv) ;
else: (a) Check GLM sign of trans­
ferred inequality constraints 
(see §4.3).
(b) Correct 0K by (3.40) or
Kincrease a and correct the 
inverse Hessian as required by 
Powell's method.
(c) Go to (ii) with k=k+1.
(iv) If t = 0 then stop.
else attempt to classify inequality 
constraints.
If inactive, remove from the barrier 
term (i.e. 1=1-1).
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If active:
(a) Transfer to the Powell
term (i.e. 1=1-1, m=in+l) .
(b) Predict 0^ a^ (see §4.3). m ' m
(c) Correct the inverse Hessian
estimate (see §4.4).
(v) kIf r < e then stop: 2
else if m=0 then go to (ii) with k=k+1;
else
go to (ii) with k=1 and k=k+l.
The use of (2.22) as the barrier function
transformation in (4.1) has two related advantages.
The convergence properties of this transformation, 
discussed by Osborne and Ryan (1970a)and developed 
in Chapter 2, enable early classification of both 
active and inactive constraints and consequently only 
a small number of moderate r-values are required in 
the minimizing sequence. This early classification 
effectively reduces the number of subproblems given by 
(4.1) and also reduces the numerical difficulties of 
§2.5 associated with active constraints treated by 
barrier function techniques. The transformation (2.22) 
also provides accurate estimates for 0 when constraints 
are transferred to the Powell term. It is under just 
these conditions that Powell's method has been found
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to be so efficient, and the estimates seldom require 
more than two or three corrections by (3.40). The 
minimizations required during these corrections are 
also extremely simple, supporting the implications of 
Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 1.
4.7 Numerical Results Using Algorithm 4.1.
The performance of Algorithm 4.1 is now 
numerically evaluated using the following standard 
test problems.
(i) Colville: Problem 1 . (Colville (1968)).
See §2.4.
(ii) Colville: Problem 2. (Colville (1968)).
5 5
Minimize f (x) = E b*x- - E E c * -x >x ■ 
- i=i * ^+5 i ;=i *-i *■ i
-2 E d -x *
- , A, A.
-L-l
subject to
10
g - (x) =e .+2 E c . x + 3 d x 2- E a . .x . *0 , /=1,5,
1 ~ S i=1 -ti -<• S 1 1=1 -<-J '<-+ 5
g^+ 5 (x) = > 0,
where a . -, c ■ ■, b -, d ■, e • are given in Table 2.1
^ J J
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The constrained minimum is at x* = (0.3,0.3334676,0.4, 
0.4283101,0.2239649,0,0,5.174041,0,3.061109,11.83955, 
0,0,0.1038962,0) with f(x*) = 32.34868 and constraints 
1,2,3,4,5,11,12,14,17,18 and 20 active. An initial 
feasible point is x° = (0.123066,0.153779,0.418090, 
0.546784,0.454095,0.023147,0.170608,6.50313,0.076608, 
3.31380,12.5012,0.006822,0.010191,0.255809,0.063178) 
with f(x°) = 36.7547. This problem is the dual 
formulation of Colville: Problem 1.
(iii) Colville: Problem 3. (Colville (1968)) .
See §4.4.
(iv) Colville: Problem 7 . (Colville (1968)).
16 16
Minimize f(x)= Z Z A. .(x2+x.+1.0) (x2.+x. + 1.0). T - . 'Ll /t A, j J/C=l J='l J J J
subject to g.(x) = x.  ^ 0
-c=T7T6,
^ + i . (; ) = 5 ■ xi * o -
h (x) = 0.22x +0.2x +0.19x +0.25x +0.15x +0.11x +0.12x
1 ~  1 2  3 4 5 6 7
+0.13x +x -2.5 = 0,
8 9
h (x) = -1.46x -1.3x +1.82x -1.15x +0.8x +x -1.1 = 0,
2 ~  1 3 4 5 7 10
h (x) = 1.29x -0.89x -1.16x -0.96x -0.49x +x +3.1 = 0,
3 ~  1 2 5 6 8 1 1
h (x) = —1.lx -1.06x +0.95x -0.54x -1.78x -0.41x +x
4 ~  1 2 3 4 6 7 1 2
+ 3.5 0
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h (x) = -1.4 3x +1.51x +0.59x -0.33x -0.43x +x -1.3 = 0 ,5 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 1 3
h (x) = -1.72x -0.33x +1.62x +1.24x +0.21x -0.26x +x
6 ~ 2 3 5 6 7 8 1 4
-2.1 = 0 ,
h (x) = 1.12x +0.31x +1.12x -0.36x +x -2.3 = 0,7 ~ 1 4 7 9 1 5
h (x) = 0.45x +0.26x -l.lOx +0.58x -1.03x +0.1x +x
8 ~ 2 3 4 5 7 8 1 6
+1.5 = 0,
where A . ., +=1,16, j- +,16, is given in Table 4.3.
The constrained minimum is at x* = (0.0398473, 
0.7919832,0.2038704,0.8443579,1.269906,0.9347387, 
1.681962,0.1553008,1.567870,0,0,0,0.6602040,0, 
0.6742560,0) with f(x*) = 244.899670 and, besides 
the eight equality constraints, constraints 10,11,12, 
14 and 16 active. An initial feasible point for the 
inequality constraints was taken as x° = e with 
f(x°) = 414.
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
values for Colville: Problem 7
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(v) Hexagon Problem. (Murray (1969c)).
f (?)='1 ,"Ö- (x X +x (x -x )+x (x -x )-x X )6 7 3 1  8 5 3  4 9
o g (x) = 1 - ( x ^ + x | + 5 ) 5s 0, 4 = 1 , 2 ,
g (x)3 ~ = 1 —X 2 * 0,3
g ^ ( x ) = 1 - (x|+x|+ J  * 0, 4 = 4,5,
g (x) 
6
= 1 - [ (x -x )2+(x -x )2] * 0,
2 1 7 6
g 7 (?) = 1 - [ (x -x )2 + x2] * 0 ,3 1 6
*0+4 <?> = 1 - [<Xr V 2+<Xt+4-xe>2] * °'
4=4,5,
g (x)1 0 ~ = 1 - [(x-x )2 + x 2] * 0,3 2 1
^ + 7  '?) = 1 - [(xx-x2)2+<xx+4-x 7)2] » 0,
t—4,5,
g^+9 <?> = 1 - [(x^-x3)2+x|+J  > 0, 4=4,5,
= 1 - [ (x ^—x ^ ) 2 + (x ^ —x ^ ) 2 ] * 0 ,
g . , (x) = X  , 4 > 0, 4=1,7,
gX + is'?’ = -x .4 * 0 , 4= 8 ,9
g (x)
2 5 ~ = X 3 - x 2 s o,
g (x) 2 6 ~ = X 3 - x * 0 ,4
g (x)
2 7 ~ = X 2 - x  + 0 . 1 * 0 ,i
g (x) 
2 8 ~ = X 4 - x  + 0 . 1 * 0 .5
minimum (not unique) is at x* =
.9390534, 1 . 0 , 0 . 9390534,0.4023507,0.5,
0.3437714,-0.3437714,-0.5) with f(x*) = -0.6749814 
and constraints 2,3,4,8,9 and 12 active. An initial 
feasible point is x° = (0.3,0.6,0.9,0.6,0.3,0.4,
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0.4,-0.4,-0.4) with f(x°) = -0.48. This problem 
maximizes the area of a hexagon (actually minimizes 
the negative of the area) in which no two vertices 
are separated by more than one unit. The first 
fifteen constraints describe this restriction while 
the remaining constraints preserve the topology of 
the hexagon.
The performance of Algorithm 4.1 is 
evaluated by comparing it with an extrapolated barrier 
function method and a standard barrier function method 
on the basis of numbers of iterations and function 
evaluations (see Remarks 4.2 (ii)) required by each 
minimization. The extrapolated barrier function 
methods have been developed extensively by Fiacco and 
McCormick (1966,1968) and Lootsma (1968a,1970) for 
the barrier functions (1.8) and (1.9). The methods
A A
predict the minimum x^+J at r^+i (and also the problem
solution, x*, if required) by treating x as a function
kof r and extrapolating from the x , fe=l,2,...,fe, 
(generated by r , fe=l,2,...,fe) using a polynomial 
expansion for x(r). Since extrapolation cannot be 
generalized immediately to the family of barrier 
functions (2.18), the logarithmic transformation 
(1.8) is used with a quadratic extrapolation from
k ~ : fz- i fzand x to predict an estimate of xk+i , k>2 .
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Linear extrapolation is used to predict an estimate of
x 3 from xl and x2. Fletcher and McCann (1969) have
suggested that quadratic extrapolation is sufficient
fe+ 1since little improvement in the estimate of x is 
obtained from higher order approximations. The log-log 
barrier function (2.22) is used as the standard barrier 
function transformation and in all cases the resequence 
is generated by r^ = 101 fe=l,2,... . Algorithm 5.1,
based on the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method and 
developed in Chapter 5, is used for all unconstrained 
minimizations.
Convergence of Powell's method, when solving
each subproblem of (4.1) (i.e. step (iii) of
— 8Algorithm 4.1), is determined with c^  = 10 while 
convergence of Algorithm 5.1 is determined with tests 
of the form
i Inm , a ak k kN IVT(x ,0 ,a ,r ) i n -1310 or max
a+1 a x • -x .
t=l, n 1+ a+i
* 10 -  8
(4.16)
where a is an iteration count for Algorithm 5.1.
The second condition is required for small values of 
r^ when it becomes impossible to satisfy the first
condition (see §2.5).
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The results are presented in Tables 4.4-4.8 
in the same format as Table 4.2 except that the "Reset" 
column is replaced by columns headed "B.F." and "E.B.F. 
giving the comparative results of the barrier function 
and extrapolated barrier function methods, respectively 
Extrapolated results are not given for Colville:
Problem 7 since the linear equality constraints, 
treated by Powell's method, prevent the use of 
extrapolation. The barrier function results are 
continued until the accuracy of Algorithm 4.1 has been 
attained.
k K
Algorithm 4 
un in ac
.1
it ev k
B.
it
F.
ev
E.
it
B.F.
ev
1 1 15 0 0 25 66 1 25 66 16 40
2 1 15 0 0 13 27 2 13 27 12 29
3 1 4 10 1 10 22 3 11 32 14 30
2 3 5 4 10 22 12 26
4 1 1 11 3 5 19 5 7 15 9 21
2 2 12 6 19 41 7 13
5 1 0 11 4 4 10 7 6 13 3 6
2 2 3 8 4 9 2 4
3 2 3 9 2 4
10 2 4
Totals 66 167 95 225 79 177
Table 4.4. Colville Problem 1.
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k K
Algorithm 4 
un in ac
.1
it ev k
B.
it
F.
ev
E.
it
B.F.
ev
1 1 20 0 0 34 74 1 34 74 31 61
2 1 20 0 0 26 55 2 26 55 22 48
3 1 10 3 7 20 41 3 21 47 21 44
2 7 13 4 19 42 16 33
3 2 3 5 18 39 13 29
4 1 2 7 11 7 13 6 21 48 7 15
2 4 7 7 18 39 2 3
3 2 3 8 24 53 2 4
5 1 1 8 11 4 7 9 21 43 2 4
2 3 5 10 2 4
6 1 0 9 11 3 5
2 2 3
Totals 114 229 202 440 118 245
Table 4.5. Colville Problem 2.
k K
Algorithm 4 
un in ac
.1
it ev fe
B .
it
F.
ev
E.
it
B.F.
ev
1 1 16 0 0 14 34 1 14 34 13 27
2 1 16 0 0 12 26 2 12 26 12 25
3 1 7 7 2 11 25 3 11 23 16 31
2 3 5 4 8 17 6 12
4 1 0 11 5 4 7 5 13 31 2 3
2 2 3 6 9 21 3 7
3 1 1 7 4 8 2 4
4 2 3 8 3 8 2 4
5 2 3 9 2 5 2 4
10 2 6
Totals 51 107 76 173 60 123
Table 4.6. Colville Problem 3.
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k K
Algorithm 4.1 
un in ac it ev k K
B.F
it ev
1 1 32 0 8 30 65
2 9 18
3 6 11
4 6 11
5 4 7 Same as for
6 3 5
7 3 5 Algorithm 4.1
8 2 3
9 2 3 until k = 3.
10 2 3
11 2 3
2 1 32 0 8 14 30
2 6 11
3 3 5
4 3 5 3 1 12 26
5 2 3 2 4 7
6 2 3 3 3 5
7 2 3 4 3 5
8 2 3 5 2 3
3 1 8 23 9 11 23 6 2 3
2 4 7 4 1 8 17
3 3 5 2 5 9
4 2 3 3 2 3
5 2 3 4 2 3
6 2 3 5 2 3
4 1 2 25 13 4 7 5 1 6 13
2 3 5 2 4 17
3 2 3 3 3 5
4 2 3 4 2 3
5 2 3 6 1 8 17
5 1 0 27 13 3 5 2 4 7
2 3 5 3 1 1
3 2 3 4 2 3
4 1 1 7 1 6 14
5 2 3 2 3 6
Totals 151 279 187 367
Table 4.7. Colville Problem 7.
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k K
Algorithm 4 
un in ac
.1
it ev k
B.
it
F.
ev
E.B
it
.F.
ev
1 1 28 0 0 10 20 1 10 20 12 27
2 1 28 0 0 23 50 2 23 50 24 51
3 1 16 12 0 15 33 3 15 36 16* 35*
4 1 6 20 2 13 29 4 14 30 13* 28*
2 4 7 5 11 27 7 14
5 1 0 22 6 4 7 6 9 20 2 3
2 3 5 7 11 27 2 4
8 7 16 2 7
9 16 36 2 4
10 2 3
Totals 72 151 116 262 82 176
Table 4.8. Hexagon Problem.
* Extrapolated point infeasible.
Two observations can be made concerning the 
results. For each problem, Algorithm 4.1 finds the 
solution in fewer unconstrained minimization iterations 
and fewer function evaluations than both the standard 
barrier function method and the extrapolated barrier 
function method. The extrapolated barrier function 
method, although improving on the performance of the 
standard barrier function method, still suffers from the 
conditioning and scaling problems of §2.5. The slower
logarithmic barrier function convergence is also evident
fzin that smaller r -values are required to attain the same 
accuracy for x*. As the inequality constraints are 
classified, the unconstrained minimizations appear to 
become simpler reflecting the convergence properties of 
Powell's method and supporting the suggestion that 
(x^,0^) are good initial estimates of (x^+1,9^+1).
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CHAPTER 5
UNCONSTRAINED AND LINEARLY CONSTRAINED METHODS
5.1 Introduction.
In this chapter a number of methods for 
unconstrained and linearly constrained minimization 
will be considered. The emphasis will be on the 
computational properties of the methods with particular 
reference to their use as a computational tool for 
implementing transformation methods. Barrier function 
transformations, discussed in Chapter 2, which are defined 
only on a subset of the vector space (i.e. on (x:g^(x) > 0, 
-1=1 ft}) generate a number of special problems for uncon­
strained methods. Aspects of these problems have been 
discussed by Murray (1969c), Fiacco and McCormick (1968) 
and Fletcher and McCann (1969).
Brief details of unconstrained gradient minimiz- 
ation methods on E will be discussed in §5.2. In §5.3, 
three projection methods for linearly constrained 
optimization will be examined. In §5.4, a projection 
algorithm, based on the methods of §5.2 and §5.3 will be 
constructed with computational properties particularly 
attractive in minimizing T(x,0,a,r) given by (4.2). 
Convergence properties of the algorithm can be deduced 
from the methods on which it is based. Numerical results, 
generated by this algorithm, will be presented in §5.5.
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5.2 Unconstrained Methods.
Since many theoretical results for transformation 
methods derived in previous chanters have required the 
existence of continuous derivatives of problem functions, 
it is natural to make use of gradient methods for minimizing 
these functions. This is also suoported by the efficiency 
of gradient methods when compared with direct search 
methods. Fiacco and McCormick (1968) have discussed the 
use of Newton's method requiring second partial derivations 
of the problem functions. This will not be pursued here. 
Attention will be restricted to first order methods for 
minimizing a function f(x), x e E , which take the form 
at the (a+l)th iteration
IIÖTS i -Ha Vf(xa) , (5.1)
0L + 1X = aX + Aa da , Aa > 0 , (5.2)
Ha+1 = Ha +  r a , (5.3)
OL OLwhere H is an {yi*n) matrix operator, d is the direction
OL 0Lof linear search, A is the step-length in direction d
OL OLand T is the correction matrix for H based on information
a (X+1 olat x and x . It is usual to require that H be
OLsymmetric, positive definite (to ensure d is "downhill"
OLfor f(x) at x ) and to approximate, in some sense, the 
inverse Hessian of f(x) at x - hence the name quasi-
0iNewton methods. The correction, T , must be chosen to
öl apreserve these properties. A choice of A and T
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characterize a particular method. The derivation and 
convergence of these methods is usually based on their 
application to quadratic functions and the justification 
for applying the methods to general functions is provided 
by the observation that in a sufficiently small neighbour­
hood of the minimum, a general function can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely by a quadratic.
Two classes of methods based on (5.1), (5.2) and
(5.3) are evident.
1. Full linear search methods.
The first class, described comprehensively by
Huang (1969) and Huang and Levy (1969) (see §1.1 for
otfurther references) choose A by a full linear search in
Oithe direction d so that
a , ,a ,ou min _, a , , /c a \f (x + A d ) =  ^ f (x + A d ) . (5.4)
One of the oldest and most effective of these 
methods is due to Davidon (1959) and Fletcher and Powell 
(1963). Here Ta is given by
a , ou T o (p )
, aN T ä(p ) q
TTa a , a NT TTa H q (q ) H
, aNT TTa a (q ) H q
(5.5)
where pa = xa+1 - xa = Aa da and qa = Vf(xa+1) - Vf (xa ) .
It can be shown that (5.5) preserves symmetry and positive 
definiteness of successive Ha matrices if H° is symmetric 
and positive definite. For quadratic functions, (5.5) also 
ensures convergence to the minimum in not more than n
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iterations. Powell (1969b) has also proved convergence of 
this method for functions with strictly positive definite
YiHessian matrices at all points, x e E .
The most serious disadvantage of these methods
OLis the requirement of a full linear search to determine A . 
This is an expensive procedure in terms of function eval­
uations. For this reason, the full linear search is often 
replaced by a partial linear search in which A is chosen 
to minimize an approximating (e.g. extrapolating or inter­
polating) function and in addition to satisfy the descent 
property
£ (x01 + Xa d01) < f (x01) . (5.6)
Although the theoretical properties depending on (5.4)
(e.g. the generation of conjugate search directions and 
convergence in n iterations) are no longer valid, the 
partial linear search does not appear to seriously affect 
the computational convergence of the methods especially 
when care is taken in choosing the approximating functions. 
Greenstadt (1970) has reported that the use of a partial 
linear search can render the methods less reliable. In
our applications, using x^ 1 as a reasonable initial
feestimate of the minimum at r , the failure of the methods 
appears to be less likely. An important feature of the 
partial linear search is the significant reduction in the 
number of function evaluations per iteration.
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2. Predicted step-length methods.
The second class of gradient methods (see §1.1 for
ctreferences), all of the quasi-Newton tyoe, do not choose X 
by a linear search but instead predict, using previous
OLinformation, X to satisfy the descent property (5.6). The 
correction matrix, Ta , is chosen so that Ha+1 converges, in 
some sense, to the inverse Hessian of the function at the 
minimum. Such a property provides some guarantee of a fast 
ultimate convergence of the methods. The methods have the 
obvious advantage of requiring few function evaluations per 
iteration but they usually require an increased number of
iterations for convergence. In predicting X and choosing
Oir , the methods incorporate a number of computational 
devices designed to ensure the "stability" of the method 
(i.e. da is downhill for f(x) at xa and (5.6) is satisfied). 
A method of particular interest in §5.4, due to Murtagh and
OLSargent (1968), chooses T according to the rank-one 
correction a , a* T z (z )
(5.7)
, a a TTa a awhere z = p - H q and c
defined in (5.5). To ensure
applied when the criterion
, ou T a . , , a , a = (q ) z with p and q
stability, (5.7) is only
( z V Vf (xa ) / c (5.8)
is satisfied. If (5.8) is violated, Murtagh and Sargent
Ot O L  O L  T asuggest correcting H by (5.7) with c = (z ) z , which
will preserve positive definiteness properties.
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Other methods based on (5.7) have been discussed 
by Davidon (1968), Powell (1969a) and Fletcher (1969c).
5.3 Projection Methods for Linearly Constrained Problems.
A particular feature of Problem 1.1 which can 
influence the choice of an unconstrained method is found 
in the occurrence of linear constraints. Such constraints 
often appear as simple upper and lower variable bounds of 
the form £ x £ ß . The linearly constrained problem 
(Problem 1.4) may, in general, be written as
Yiminimize f(x) , x e E ,
Tsubject to C. x  ^ b , (5.9)
where C. is an (ftx-6) matrix with columns, c-, i=l, 4 , (the 4 ~'C
normalised vectors of constraint coefficients) and b is
the vector of right-hand sides corresponding to the
linear constraints. Constraints (5.9) can also be written 
T . ___as c^ x ■ b^ >, 0, '(,= 1,-6. In solving Problem 1.4, the 
constraints could be included in barrier function trans­
formations. This appears to be a retrograde step since no 
account is taken of the important linearity property and 
further nonlinearity is introduced by the transformation. 
Three related projection methods for solving Problem 1.4 
will now be briefly described and details relevant to the 
linearly constrained minimization of transformation 
functions will be discussed.
At x06, suppose that a basis, = {f.: c^xa-b^=0,
f=l,4}, of t of the 4 linear constraints are active. Let
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be the (nxt) matrix formed by the t vectors , -i z L^ .
For simplicity, it is assumed that has rank t £ n,
although the methods can be modified to handle linearly
dependent constraints. The projection methods, based on
(5.2) and (5.3), modify (5.1) to choose d , and consequently 
06" ! '  1by (5.2), x , in the (n-t) dimensional constraint 
manifold of active constraints until one of the following 
conditions is satisfied:
(i) the solution is found, or
(ii) it is determined that a currently active 
constraint should be removed from the basis, or
(iii) it is determined that a new constraint should 
be added to the basis.
The projection methods replace (5.1) by
d = d = -P^ H Vf(x ) , (5.10)
OLwhere is a non-Euclidean projection operator of the form
pa = {j _ H06 Ct (C^ Ha C^)'1 C^} , (5.11)
yiwhich can easily be shown to project E onto the constraint
manifold defined by the constraints of the basis L^.
Derivations and discussions of this operator, in the 
context of constrained optimization, are given by 
Goldfarb (1969b), Murtagh and Sargent (1969) and 
Beltrami (1970) .
The oldest method, due to Rosen (1960), defines 
Ha e I in (5.10) and (5.11) and ra = 0 in (5.3). then
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becomes a Euclidean projection operator and (5.10) describes 
the projection of the steepest descent direction. The 
algorithm is plagued by problems associated with the 
steepest descent directions and its practical use is 
therefore limited. It does, however, provide a basis for 
the following more efficient gradient methods based on 
unconstrained conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton techniques. 
1. The Goldfarb-Lapidus method.
The Goldfarb-Lapidus method (Goldfarb and Lapidus 
(1968) and Goldfarb (1969b)), based on the Davidon-Fletcher-
* 0 iPowell method, selects r according to (5.5) noting that
symmetry and positive definiteness are preserved. The
 ^amethod defines by
where can be interpreted as the orthogonal projection 
06of H onto the constraint manifold defined by and 
therefore
da
Ct 0£Computationally, is stored and no record is kept of H .
06A full linear search is used to determine X in the
06interval (0,3 •] , where J
(5.12)
is the distance to the nearest linear constraint. Two
possibilities arise in the linear search:
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(i) If Xa e (0,ßa] satisfies (5.4), then H? is corrected
i
according to (5.5). It can be shown that this
 ^06correction preserves the projection properties of H, 
(Goldfarb (1969b) ) .
(ii) If Aa = 3;, then c^ xa+1 - b; = 0 and this constraint
j ~  j
must be added to the basis. A rank-one correction can
/\
be derived for obtaining H^+i (Goldfarb (1969b)) by 
effectively removing curvature information orthogonal 
to the jth constraint.
Constraints currently in the basis can be 
recognised as inactive by considering the behaviour of the 
corresponding Lagrange multipliers in a manner similar to 
that used in §4.4. A full discussion of the procedures 
for removing an active constraint can be found in 
Goldfarb (1969b).
Goldfarb (1969b) has shown that when applied to a 
quadratic program and while the constraint basis remains 
unchanged, the method generates conjugate search directions 
and the solution is found in not more than (n-t) iterations.
He has also shown that if (n-t) steps are taken without a
 ^06basis change then will be the projection of the inverse 
Hessian within the (n-t) iterations.
Rounding errors, which accumulate during the
 ^06repeated application of the recurrence formulae, cause d
to have small components that do not lie in the constraint
ot+1manifold, and therefore, yield an x which violates the 
active constraints. Two correction procedures have been 
proposed:
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(i) Rosen's error - squaring procedure (Rosen (I960))
,a+1can be used to generate St
„T „a+i
ct 5 - bt 0(6) where
satisfying 
max r T a+i , i x ■ _ ic • x -b . ) = 6 .
ot(ii) When rounding errors become large, can be
ACtreconstructed by setting H = I and reforming 
the basis by adding the active constraints one at 
a time using the relevant recursion relation. The 
use of this procedure, referred to as basis 
reinversion, destroys all curvature information 
accumulated in previous iterations.
Two computational disadvantages are evident in 
the use of the Goldfarb-Lapidus method:
(i) The Davidon-Fletcher-Powell formula (5.5) is not
theoretically applicable unless (5.4) is
0(, o tsatisfied. In general, when X = 3 *  and a new
i
A
active constraint is added to the basis, can 
not be corrected by (5.5) and curvature inform­
ation available at this step is ignored.
(ii) The projection of H destroys curvature inform­
ation orthogonal to the constraint manifold. 
Effects similar to those evident in Table 4.2 
can be expected if constraints are repeatedly 
added and then removed from the basis.
2. The Murtagh-Sargent method.
A third projection method, developed by Murtagh
and Sargent (1969), preserves the distinction between the
06projection operator, P^, and the inverse Hessian estimate,
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Ha , by storing the matrices Ha and (C^ Ha C ) , the latter
£ £
being used to compute Pa by (5.11). The method is based on-•'C
the rank-one correction (5.7) which can be applied (provided 
the stability condition (5.8) is satisfied) for any 
arbitrary step-length. This, therefore, overcomes the first 
computational disadvantage of the Goldfarb-Lapidus method. 
The Murtagh-Sargent method uses a predicted step-length 
method for determining Aa satisfying (5.6) and Aa e(0,B^],j
where 8^ is given by (5.12).
J
The following recursion formulae can be easily
T „a _ . -iderived for correcting (C^ H C^) when:
(i) Ha is updated by (5.7):
,T a
( ^ ‘V 1 { (C^ .HuCi )+^r C^za (C^za )T } 1 (5.13)
and the right side can be computed by applying 
(3.45).
(ii) Aa = 3°^  and the jth constraint is added to the 
J
basis. Let C^+1 = [C^ ,|c .]. Then
T a ^ ~A .> A l 2
ci+ i H ct+i ,TA x 2 A 2 2
where A ;; = c£ Ha Ct , A 12 T= C* Ha C
tv T TTaA = C ; H C ; . Define A = A - 122 ~J ~J 0 2 2
noting that A 1j = (c£ h “ CP _1 and
< C L  H“ cw " 1 =
' B n
nT
B j 2
B l 2 B 2 2
j'
T A_1 A 
1 2 1 1 1 2
(5.14)
where B ^ ^ A ^ ^ (■^ ii^ i2^ '^ '0 ^i 1^12 ^ r
B - 1 ,, - 1l 2 A 0 (■^11^12^ and B 2 2 -1
(5.15)
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(iii) The -tth constraint is removed from the basis. 
Let |c^]. Then
(C< <v-1 - 1 B B1 1 1 2T B' 1 2 2 2
and _ lsolving (5.15) for A gives
(ch i H“ Ct-i> 1 = Bn  - B,2B ^ bL (5.16)
As with the unconstrained methods based on (5.7),
ctcare must be taken to preserve positive definiteness of H 
when the correction is applied. Murtagh and Sargent have 
shown that for quadratic programming and a constant 
constraint basis, , their method finds a stationary 
point in at most (n-t+1) iterations.
Rounding error correction formulae similar to 
those used by the Goldfarb-Lapidus method can be derived 
for correcting the effects of rounding error. It should 
be noted that basis reinversion in this case involves no
(Xloss of curvature information since H is retained at all 
T ct — ltimes and (C^ H C^) can be recomputed by starting with
OiH and adding the active constraints one at a time using 
(5.14).
5.4 A Hybrid Projection Algorithm for Minimizing 
T (x, 0,a ,r) .
Interest in projection methods is generated by 
the specific problem of minimizing the successive members
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of (4.1) subject to the linear constraints of Problem 1.1. 
Before describing the proposed hybrid projection method, 
Algorithm 5.1, the special properties of (4.2) which 
influence its construction will be discussed.
1. Preservation of Hessian information.
The importance of retaining the inverse Hessian 
estimates when solving (4.1) has been demonstrated by the 
results of Table 4.2. Algorithm 5.1, like the Murtagh- 
Sargent approach, must therefore preserve the distinction 
between the projection operator and the inverse Hessian 
estimate. Basis reinversion in this case need not reset 
the inverse Hessian to the identity. It should be noted 
that Rosen's error-squaring procedure is inapplicable 
while inequality constraints remain unclassified since 
the corrected point, although in the constraint manifold, 
may not be in the feasible region with respect to the 
unclassified nonlinear inequality constraints.
2. Linear searches.
Murray (1969c) and Fletcher and McCann (1969) 
have discussed the problem of linear searches associated 
with minimizing barrier function transformations. They 
conclude that the interpolating and extrapolating 
functions should be chosen to reflect the behaviour of 
transformation functions as the boundary of the feasible 
region is approached. In the present context, this 
conclusion will not be as imuortant since the barrier 
function terms of T(x,0,a,r) are gradually eliminated 
by classifying constraints.
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In minimizing T(x,0,a,r), the use of at least 
a partial linear search appears desirable. Conditioning 
problems discussed in §2.5 and the general difficulty 
of minimizing barrier function transformations prevent 
accurate predictions of step-length and methods of this 
type can therefore be expected to have difficulty 
satisfying the descent condition (5.6) in one function 
evaluation. Furthermore, it seems unwise to aggravate 
Hessian ill-conditioning associated with barrier function 
transformations by using a predicted step-length method 
involving further stability problems when correcting the 
inverse Hessian estimate. Corrections of the form (5.7) 
are, however, useful in allowing the Hessian to be 
corrected when active linear constraints are added to 
the basis and (5.5) is not applicable.
Motivated by these considerations, Algorithm 
5.1 uses the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell correction (5.5) 
and incorporates a cubic extrapolation and interpolation 
procedure for partial linear searches. The projection 
facilities are taken, basically, from the Murtagh- 
Sargent approach. For simplicity, considerations of 
linear dependence of active linear constraints and 
reinversion of the constraint basis are omitted from the 
following algorithm description. They can be based 
directly on the Murtagh-Sargent approach. Explicit 
treatment of linear equality constraints is also omitted.
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Algorithm 5.1.
At the (a+l)th iteration, begin at xu with a
ÖLpositive definite, symmetric inverse Hessian estimate H ,
T cx — ian active constraint basis and the matrix (C^H C^)
(i) If t=0 then set d -Ha Vf (xa) and go to (iii);
else compute
,a(a) -(C^KaCt) 1 C^(-HaVf (xa) )
(6U is an estimate of the Lagrange 
multipliers corresponding to the 
active linear constraints).
(b)
(ii) Compute y
= -HaVf(xa) + HaC^6a 
-i- 6°^ / I b - -1 where
i ii
min ,o - and/ z=l,t z
, T cx — ib - . is the jth diagonal element of (C,H C.)\ 1 z zii
If ||da 
else if
£ el and y  ^ e1 then stop?
|da || > y then go to (iv);
else remove the /th constraint from
and C^.
(a) Swop /th and tth rows and
(b)
(c)
columns of (C^HaC^ .) 1 .
Compute (C^_iHaC^_i) 1
using (5.16).
Go to (i) with t 
max(iii) If I I Vf (xu) I I < e2 or z z
t-1.
< e,
'z
then stop; else go to (iv).
(iv) If 0 £ t < 4 then compute A = 3 * using (5.12) ;M j
else set A., = °°. By a partial linear search M J
determine A satisfying
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£ / a , , a,a> f(x +A d ) min - , a , . ,a,o<x<xM f(; +x? >M
Set xa+1 a ,,a ,a a x +A d , o . a ,a a X d , q Vf(xa+1)-
V f (Xa ) . If x a X (*.) then go to (v) ?
else go to (vii).
(v) Add the jth constraint to the basis by
applying (5.14). Go to (vi) with t = t+1.
(vi) Murtagh-Sargent rank-one correction.
ra+iIf (5.8) is satisfied comoute H 
ra+1
using (5.7)?
else comoute H using (5.7) with ca=(za)Tza .
T  f«J.i _  1Comoute (C^H C^) using (5.13) and go to (i) 
with a = a+l.
(vii)Davidon rank-two correction.
If K (qa)THaqa=0 or k (qa)Toa=0 then go
to (vi);
else comoute the Davidon correction as two 
rank-one corrections, viz.
(a) Comoute H06 Ha -
hV ( hV ) t
and (C^HaC.) 1 using (5.13) with
a TTa a . a z = H q and c =-k .. „
pa (oa)
(b) Comoute Ha = H + -------  and
_ ‘ K2 
(C^Ha+1C^ .) 1 using (5.13) with
a a j a z = o and c = k .~ ~ 2
Go to (i) with a = a+l.
The reoeated minimization of T(x,0,a,r) by 
Algorithm 5.1 has three beneficial byoroducts:
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(i) The linear constraint basis is usually formed early 
in the sequence of minimizations and remains constant 
in following minimizations. The effect of a large 
constraint basis is evident in the reduced number of 
iterations for convergence in each minimization 
although more comoutation Der iteration is required.
(ii) It is possible that at x^, the solution of (4.1) at
kr , the basis may incorporate linear constraints 
which, for smaller values of r^, are inactive. Such 
constraints are said to be pseudo-active. This 
situation is demonstrated by the problem: minimize
x subject to x >. 0 and x < ^  where the first 
constraint is included in a log barrier function and 
the second is treated by projection. The uncon­
strained minimum of the transformation function is 
x^ = r^ and for r^  ^ j, the second constraint can 
be seen to be oseudo-active. In general, for any 
linear constraint c?x - b*  ^ 0, active at x^, it is 
necessary that cT VT (x^,0^ ,r^)  ^ 0. For such a
~  'C  ~  ~  ~
fzconstraint, < r can be determined to satisfy
(5.17)
provided
l d(f) . (g . (xk ) ) 
c Z — J J  7--- Vg; (xfe) > 0 i ~ (5.18)
since otherwise
r ) < c^ VT(x ,0 ,o ,p^)T k nk k
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for p- < r . Solving (5.17) for p- gives
•/C
c^{Vf(xfe) + 2A(xfe')Sfe0fe}
A, I deb. (g . (x ) )
c . E — - - T -  ----- a, . -t dg .j=i
Vg; (x ) 
J ~
and, using (5.18), it follows that p^ is oositive 
only if
c^{Vf(xfo) + 2 A ( x lz) S fz6 lz} < 0 . (5.19)
The inequalities (5.18) and (5.19) are now used as
tests in an attempt to recognise pseudo-active
fc lzconstraints in the basis at x . The next r value
is determined by 
k+i min , v 0 < Y < 1 f
for e L ^ , satisfying (5.18) and (5.19).
Constraints satisfying (5.18) and (5.19) are 
removed from the basis since
cj VT(xfe,0fe,afe,rfe+1 ) < 0 .
It is clear that because of the nonlinearity of
T(x,0,a,r), these constraints may become active
, , . _ T , fe+i Qfe+i fe+i fe+iv Aagain and satisfy c^ VT(x ,0 ,a ,r )  ^ 0.
(iii)Although Rosen's error-squaring procedure is
inapplicable while 1 ^ 0 ,  it can be applied after
all nonlinear inequalities have been classified
thus ensuring an ultimate solution free from
excessive rounding error.
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It is interesting to observe that in solving 
Problem 1.1, Powell's method and the projection method 
are used to ensure that active constraints are strictly 
satisfied at x^. Convergence of the GLM estimates for 
the linear constraints may be deduced by applying 
Theorem 4.1 since there is no restriction on the method 
of satisfying equality constraints be they linear or 
nonlinear.
5.5 Numerical Results.
Numerical results of using Algorithm 5.1 to 
perform the linearly constrained minimizations of 
T(x,0,a,r) are now given. The problems described in 
§4.7 are used as test problems.
Some difficulty has been experienced in 
implimenting Algorithm 5.1 due to the use of convergence 
criteria based on | | H a Vf (xa) | | . Because of the
C6scaling effect of H , it has been found necessary to use, 
in step (ii) of the algorithm description, a test of the 
form
I IP^Vf(xa) I I £ n210"13 and y £ 10'8 ,
T " l Twhere P^ = {I - C^ .(C^ C^ ) C^} is a Euclidean projection
Yloperator projecting E onto the constraint manifold.
This is still not entirely satisfactory and it is 
believed that improved convergence tests will provide 
a more reliable algorithm.
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Tables 5.1 - 5.5 show the results of treating 
linear inequality constraints by Algorithm 5.1. The 
column headings of §4.7 are used and a further column 
headed "Linear" gives the numbers of linear inequality 
constraints remaining inactive or active (i.e. members 
of the constraint basis) after each aoolication of 
Algorithm 5.1.
Nonlinear Linear
k K un in ac in ac
1 1 0 0 0 11 4
it
7 15
Table 5.1. Colville: Problem 1. (Projection).
Remark 5.1. Nine figure accuracy for f(x*) is obtained 
by Algorithm 5.1 in solving Colville: Problem 1. Results 
of an apparent eight figure accuracy for f(x*), provided 
by the Goldfarb-Laoidus and Murtagh-Sargent methods have 
been published by Murtagh and Sargent (1969), p. 243.
Goldfarb-Laoidus: 10 iterations; 13 function evaluations.
Murtagh-Sargent : 7 iterations; 7 function evaluations.
LinearNonlinear
52* 151*
Totals
Table 5.2. Colville: Problem 2. (Projection). 
* Unsatisfactory convergence tests.
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Remarks 5.2. The comDaratively Door results (see Table 
4.5) are due to convergence difficulties associated with 
Algorithm 5.1 at fe = k = 1 and k = 4 and k = 2. Aoart 
from these two iterations the results are encouraging.
Nonlinear Linear
Totals
Table 5.3. Colville: Problem 3. (Projection).
Remark 5.3. The linear constraint basis is formed 
during the first unconstrained minimization (i.e. 
k =  k = 1) and remains unchanged during succeeding 
minimizations.
k K
Nonlinear 
un in ac
Linear 
in ac it ev
1 1 0 0 8 29 5 19 32
2 29 5 5 9
3 29 5 4 7
4 29 5 4 7
5 29 5 3 5
6 29 5 3 5
7 29 5 2 3
8 29 5 2 3
9 29 5 2 3
10 29 5 2 3
Totals 46 77
Table 5.4. Colville: Problem 7. (Projection).
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Remarks 5.4. 1. The constraint basis is formed during
the first unconstrained minimization (i.e. k = k = 1) and 
remains unchanged during succeeding minimizations.
2. Because the present implementation 
of Algorithm 5.1 does not handle linear equality 
constraints, these constraints are handled by Powell's 
method. Further improvements can be expected by treating 
them also by projection.
Nonlinear Linear
Totals
Hexagon Problem. (Projection).Table 5.5.
Remark 5.5. The results of Table 5.5 are similar to 
those of Table 4.8 since none of the linear constraints 
are active at the solution. They therefore have little 
influence on the barrier function transformation near
the solution.
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The results of Tables 5.1 - 5.5 suggest, in 
conflict with the comments of Lootsma (1970), p. 80, 
that if linear constraints are active at the solution, 
then improvements can be realised by treating these 
constraints using projection methods instead of barrier 
function transformations. This observation must be 
qualified by repeating that unsuitable convergence 
tests can nullify the advantages.
It can be seen from Tables 4.4 - 4.8 and 
Tables 5.1 - 5.5 that the use of a partial linear 
search provides an average of a little more than two 
function evaluations per iteration. This can be 
regarded as near optimal under the strategy of one 
evaluation to bound the minimum and a second 
evaluation at the interpolated minimum.
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